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Abstract

Reconstruction of former Central Asian glaciers extents can provide valuable information about
past atmospheric circulation variations. These extents, often marked by terminal moraines, need
to be chronologically constrained. Cosmogenic nuclide exposure (CNE) dating is widely used
to directly date moraines. In addition, there is increasing interest on using optically stimulated
luminescence (OSL) techniques for dating glacial landforms. This thesis focuses on the method-
ological aspects of directly dating glacial landforms to perform paleoglacial reconstructions in
Central Asia, with an emphasis on OSL dating.

For OSL dating of sediments from glacial settings, it is important to measure the lumines-
cence signal at the single grain scale, because the sediments are likely affected by partial bleach-
ing due to short light exposure during glacial or glaciofluvial transport. The use of an Electron
Multiplying Charges Coupled Device (EMCCD)-based imaging system for single grain OSL
measurements would offer larger flexibility in light stimulation and sediment type, compared
to the current Single Grain Risø reader. An automated image processing procedure has been
developed to compensate for sample carrier displacement over repeated measurements and for
attributing pixels to each grain for signal integration when using this imaging system. However,
significant cross talk contamination, demonstrated by laboratory and simulation experiments,
prohibits accurate single grain luminescence measurements. Preliminary experiments using a
basic image processing algorithm show good potential for software correction solutions.

Paleoglacial reconstructions conducted in the Altai Mountains, Central Asia, using both
CNE and OSL dating demonstrate that luminescence measurements of glaciofluvial sediments
performed at the multi-grain scale result in large age overestimates, and that single grain mea-
surements allow for more accurate dating of glacial landforms. However, uncertainties remain
that are related to the model used for extracting equivalent doses for well-bleached grains and to
fading corrections when using feldspar minerals. The timing of glaciation can be inferred from
scattered CNE moraine boulder ages if most of the ages are concentrated within a few thousand
years, with only few ages clearly older or younger. Overall, combining CNE and OSL techniques
for dating a glacial landform is a powerful approach for producing robust glacial chronologies,
despite uncertainties inherent to each technique.

Paleoglacial reconstructions from the Altai Mountains indicate Marine Isotope Stage (MIS)
2 and MIS 4/late MIS 5 local Last Glacial Maximums. In Central Asia, in addition to a regional
MIS 2 glaciation, previous studies indicate a period of major glacial advances during MIS 3
that is out of phase with global ice volume records. However, most MIS 3 glacial chronologies
from Central Asia are based on too few or too heavily scattered CNE data sets, or on OSL or
Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) ages for which partial bleaching has not been properly inves-
tigated. Hence, at this stage, chronological evidence is insufficient to demonstrate a regional
MIS 3 glaciation in Central Asia. Surge-related glacial features identified in the Russian Altai
also highlight the importance of conducting detailed geomorphology and sedimentology stud-
ies to understand former ice dynamics, which is essential for inferring appropriate paleoclimate
information from paleoglacial reconstructions.



Sammanfattning

Rekonstruktioner av hur klimatet har förändrats i Centralasien är av stor vikt för att testa glob-
ala klimatmodellers exakthet. Alpina glaciärers förändringar i storlek och utbredning kan ge
information om forna klimatförhållanden. Glaciärers utbredning bakåt i tiden, kan i landskapet
markeras av ändmoräner. För att förstå hur dessa storleksvariationer hör ihop med klimatets
variationer behövs ändmoräner dateras. Idag är Kosmogendatering den mest använda metoden
för att åldersbestämma ändmoräner. Utöver kosmogendatering blir optisk stimulerad luminis-
cens (OSL) datering av ändmoräner allt vanligare. Den presenterade avhandlingen fokuserar på
metodologiska aspekterna vid datering av glaciala landformer och användandet av dessa data för
paleoglaciologiska rekonstruktioner. Ett speciellt fokus har riktats mot OSL dateringsmetodiken.

Mätning av OSL signaler från enskilda mineralkorn är att föredra när glaciala sediment
dateras, eftersom denna avsättningsmiljö ofta medför problem kopplat till ofullständigt blekta
mineralkorn. Tillämpning av ett EMCCD baserat fotograferingssystem för mätning av enkilda
mineralkorns OSL signal medför en större flexibilitet i ljusstimulering, kornstorlek och mineral-
typ än den tidigare Risö OSL läsaren. Ett automatiserat bildanalyssystem har utvecklats för att
kompensera för förflyttning av prover mellan upprepade mätningar och för att kunna tillskriva
pixlar för varje mineralkorn för signal integration. Under arbetets gång identifierades “cross talk”
föroreningar i laboratorie- och simuleringsexperiment, varför exakta OSL mätningar med EM-
CCD systemet inte var möjliga. Dock så visar preliminära experiment med en grundläggande
bildprocesseringsalgoritm att det finns en god potential för att kunna korrigera för “cross talk” i
framtiden.

Paleoglaciologiska rekonstruktioner utförda i Altaibergen, Centralasiens, med hjälp av kos-
mogen och OSL datering av glacifluviala sediment visar att OSL mätningar på flera miner-
alkorn ger för höga ålder. OSL mätningar av enskillda mineralkorn visar däremot bättre ålder-
sbestämmningar av glaciala landformer. Trots detta kvarstår osäkerheter kring val av modellen
för att extrahera luminiscenssignaler för väl blekta mineralkorn och för korrigering av “fading” i
mätningar av fältspatmineral. Åldrar på glaciärframryckningar kan uppskattas från kosmogenål-
drar på block från ändmoräner om dessa åldrar faller inom ett par tusen år från varandra, med
få utliggare som är äldre eller yngre. Att tillämpa båda OSL och kosmogendateringstekniker på
en och samma landform ger generellt tillförlitligare kronologier trots de ingående metodernas
osäkerheter.

Paloglaciologiska rekonstruktioner från Altaibergen visar att glaciärer ryckte fram under
marina isotopstadium (MIS) 2 och MIS 4/sen MIS 5 och att dessa utgör lokala istidsmaxima.
Tidigare studier från Centralasien har, förutom en regional MIS 2 glaciation, påvisat att glaciärer
även ryckte fram under MIS 3, en tid då den globala isvolymen är låg. En analys av befintliga
studier visar att ofta används för få kosmogenateringar och studierna förlitar sig på dateringar
med för stor spridning, eller på OSL eller Electron Spin Resonance (ESR) åldrar där problemet
med ofullständigt blekta mineralkorn inte blivit korrekt undersökta. Det går därför i dagsläget
inte att säkert påvisa en regional glaciärframryckning under MIS 3 skeddet i Centralasien.

Glaciala landformer från en svämmande glaciär identifierades i ryska Altaibergen. Denna
studie påvisar vikten av att kombinera geomorfologiska och sedimentologiska undersökningar
för att förstå glaciärernas dynamik, vilket isig är viktigt för att dra tillförlitliga paleoklimatolo-
giska tolkningar från paleoglaciologiska rekonstruktioner.
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1 Introduction

Accurate chronological dating of glacial landforms is essential to constrain the timing
of Pleistocene glaciations. Because glacier dimensions are largely controlled by tem-
perature and precipitation (Cuffey and Paterson, 2010), extent and timing of Pleistocene
glaciations are an important source of local proxy data for paleo-environmental recon-
structions, essential for understanding mechanisms controlling climate variability and
for testing Global Circulation Model’s (GCM).

The High Mountains of Asia include the Himalayas and Tibetan Plateau as well
as the Central Asian Mountains (Pamir, Kunlun, Tien Shan and Altai; Fig. 1.1). To-
gether these mountain systems have the highest concentration of glaciers outside of the
polar areas (∼ 109 000 km2, World Glacier Inventory, nsidc.org). Field survey results
and mapping from satellite images indicate a rich record of glacial landforms associated
with former and larger glacial extents (e.g. Benn and Owen, 2002; Stroeven et al., 2012;
Blomdin et al., 2016), showing a strong potential for conducting paleoglacial reconstruc-
tions in this region. Such reconstructions may provide especially valuable paleoclimatic
information because this region is located at the interplay of several climatic systems
and, hence, is particularly sensitive to changes in atmospheric circulation patterns (Rup-
per and Roe, 2008). Air mass circulation and moisture sources are principally controlled
by the Mid-latitude Westerlies, the High Siberian Anticylone, the East Asian Monsoon,
as well as South Asian Monsoon (Aizen et al., 2001; Bothe et al., 2012; Fig. 1.1). The
respective influence of each system varies throughout the region and through time. Cur-
rently, the strong summer precipitation associated with the moisture conveyed northward
from the Indian Ocean only affects the Himalayan Front Chain, which acts as a physical
barrier beyond which precipitation drops sharply (Owen and Dortch, 2014). However,
penetration of the monsoon air mass further inland across the Tibetan Plateau, reaching
as far as the Kunlun Shan during the Holocene, is indicated in several studies (e.g. Wang
et al., 2010; An et al., 2012; Ramisch et al., 2016). The Westerlies carry moisture from
the Mediterranean and Atlantic and dominate the north part of the area (Central Asia
mountain ranges and north Tibet) (Tian et al., 2007; Cheng et al., 2012). During the
winter, most of the Tibetan plateau also receives little moisture from the Westerlies, due
to a shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone southward (Tian et al., 2007). An et
al. (2012) report a general weakening of the Westerlies over the last 30 ka, in connec-
tion with a strengthening of the Asian Monsoon. Finally, the strengthening of the High
Siberian anticyclone during the winter brings dry and cold air masses over the north-east
part of the area (Gong and Ho, 2001; Amidon et al., 2013).

The High Mountains of Asia are also of particular interest for geoscientists be-
cause several studies indicate that Pleistocene glaciers expanded and retreated asyn-
chronously with global ice volume (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005) and glaciers in many
formerly glaciated areas (Schaefer et al., 2006; Clark et al., 2009). These out-of-phase
glaciers reached their maximum extent before the assumed broadly synchronous global
Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; Amidon et al., 2013; Owen and Dortch, 2014), which
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dates between 29 and 19 ka and mainly corresponds to Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 2
(Clark et al., 2009). However, paleoglacial reconstructions rely heavily on the robustness
of geochronological data. Due to the absence of organic material available, radiocarbon
dating is rarely applicable in glacial environments. Hence, geochronological data for pa-
leoglacial reconstructions is often obtained using cosmogenic nuclide exposure (CNE)
dating, optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating and, more rarely, electron spin
resonance (ESR) dating. Each of these dating methods have their advantages and limi-
tations, related to the physics principles on which these techniques are based, as well as
to the geomorphological and sedimentological processes, and the geological properties
(e.g. mineral composition, resistance) associated with the material dated.

Figure 1.1. The High Mountains of Asia and climate systems. The Central Asia Moun-
tains include the Pamir, Tien Shan, Kunlun Shan and Altai ranges. The yellow dots
indicate the location of the conducted paleoglacial reconstructions presented in this the-
sis.
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2 Glaciations of the Central Asian
Mountains

This thesis focuses on the Central Asian area, including the Pamir, the Tien Shan, the
Kunlun and the Altai Mountains, and spreading across Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Kyrgyzs-
tan, China, Russia and Mongolia.

During the Last Glacial cycle, the Central Asian Mountains experienced periods of
major glacier expansion, as indicated by remnant glacial landforms. Previous hypotheses
suggested that plateau to ice-sheet glaciation style occurred during the local Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM; e.g. Grosswald et al., 1994; Rudoy, 1998; Kuhle, 2004 and refer-
ences therein). However, detailed mapping of glacial landforms indicate mountain-style
glaciations during the local LGM, with some isolated ice-field and ice-caps in the high
mountain centers (e.g. Shi, 1992; Stroeven et al., 2013; Blomdin et al., 2016). The inter-
pretation of more restricted glaciations is based on the presence and spatial distribution
of typical alpine style glacial landform assemblages, including well-developed glacial
valleys, lateral and cross-valleys moraines and ice scoured landscapes. No glacial fea-
tures associated with ice sheet style glaciation (e.g. eskers, ribbed moraine) have been
identified (Stroeven et al., 2013; Blomdin et al., 2016). Dating of moraines associated
with the most extensive mountain style glaciations, in the Tien Shan, Pamir and Kunlun,
indicate a formation time during the early Last Glacial or before. These chronologies
also refute the existence of LGM ice sheets (Xu et al., 2011; Owen and Dortch, 2014).

Over the last few decades, an increasing number of paleoglacial reconstruction stud-
ies has been conducted in the mountains of Central Asia. The timing of glacier advances
has mainly been constrained using CNE and OSL dating and, in more isolated cases,
ESR dating. Chronologies of regional glaciations have been determined for different
parts of Central Asia, based on global analysis of these chronological data.

Tien Shan, Pamir and Kunlun

Using probability distribution frequency plots of published moraine boulder 10Be ex-
posure ages, Owen and Dortch (2014) identify glaciations in the Pamir and Tien Shan
around 60–75 ka (MIS 4), between 15 and 30 ka (MIS 2) and multiple glacial advances
through the global LGM to the Late Glacial. However, when comparing the local glacial
chronologies more in detail, Owen and Dortch (2014) also suggest a regional correlation
of MIS 3 glacial advances throughout the Pamir and Tien Shan. Amidon et al. (2013)
calculate individual ages of moraines from the Pamir and Kunlun using published 10Be
exposure ages (from boulders, cobble and pebbles). Probability density plots of the
moraine ages indicate main glacial advances during MIS 4–5, MIS 3 and MIS 2 in the
western Pamir. For the eastern Pamir, probability density plots indicate glacial advances
broadly distributed over MIS 3 and 4, and multiple advances during the MIS 2. MIS
3 advances were mainly identified in the Kunlun (Amidon et al., 2013). However, the
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Kunlun has been much less studied than other mountain ranges and therefore much less
chronological data are available for constraining glacier advance and retreat. Based on
the distribution of calculated moraine ages and a qualitative evaluation of associated
10Be exposure ages data sets, Heyman (2014) identified a dominant glaciation between
17 and 22 ka in the Tien Shan. In the eastern and western Pamir, a less consistent signal
indicates glacial advances between 10 and 30 ka. Heyman (2014) in addition noticed
a significant number of glacial deposits in the Tien Shan and Pamir with ages >30 ka,
indicating early local glacial advances. However, the wide scattering of these pre-LGM
ages prevented Heyman (2014) from constraining a clear timing for pre-LGM regional
glaciation. Compilation studies integrating published OSL and ESR data, in addition to
10Be exposure ages, are rare. Xu et al. (2011) compared 10Be, OSL, ESR and a few
radiocarbon ages from studies conducted in several valleys across the Tien Shan. Xu
et al. (2011) identified several periods of synchronous glacial advances across the Tien
Shan, during the late and middle Holocene, the MIS 2, 3, 4, and 6. Xu et al. (2011) also
observed that in the eastern and central Tien Shan, MIS 6, 4 and 2 glacial advances were
larger than during other stages. On the other hand, in the western area, the authors identi-
fied larger glaciations during the MIS 5 and 3. The large MIS 6, 4 and 2 glacier extents in
the eastern and central areas are also supported by two additional glacier reconstructions
studies using ESR and OSL data (Zhao et al., 2012; Zhao et al., 2015). However, major
MIS 3 glacial advances have also been suggested for the central and eastern Tien Shan
(Zhao et al., 2010, based on ESR dating; Chen et al., 2015, based on OSL dating). In
addition, older isolated MIS 12 advances have been constrained using ESR dating (Zhao
et al., 2006, 2009, 2015). Although, in several cases, ESR ages have been contradicted
by subsequent 10Be ages, which tend to indicate earlier timing of the glacial events (e.g.
Tailin Valley, Hubert-Ferrari et al., 2005; Daxi Valley, Li et al., 2011).

The Altai Mountains

Compared to other parts of Central Asia, fewer direct chronological constraints of glacial
deposits exist in the Altai and surrounding mountain ranges. In the Russian Altai, radio-
carbon dates (e.g, Markov, 1978; Okishev, 1982; Butvilovsky, 1993), varve chronologies
(Sheinkman, 2011) and thermoluminescence dates (Svitoch, 1978; Sheinkman, 2011)
indicate local LGM timing varying between ∼ 60 to > 80 ka, and subsequent glacial
advances between ∼ 20 and 30 ka and at ∼ 13 ka (Okishev, 1982; Butvilovsky, 1993).
However, poor documentation regarding the samples sites and the dating techniques
hamper the use of these chronological data in paleoglaciological reconstructions. Re-
cent and more detailed studies, based on luminescence dating of ice margin related sed-
iments, suggest an MIS 2 timing for the last major glacial advance in the Russian Altai
(28–24 ka, Lehmkuhl et al., 2007). The timing of the end of this glacial advance is
consistent with the drainage of a local glacial lake dated at ∼18.5 ka by Reuther et al.
(2006) using 10Be exposure dating. Indeed, Reuther et al. (2006) attribute this drainage
event to the climatically induced downwasting of the damming glacier, associated with
the onset of deglaciation. Likewise, MIS 2 glacial advances are identified from CNE
dating of moraines in the surrounding massifs on the Mongolian side (Darhad basin,
Gillespie et al., 2008; Khangai Mountains, Rother et al., 2014). However, Gillespie et
al. (2008) and Rother et al., (2014) constrained MIS 3 glaciers extents larger than the
MIS 2 advances. In addition, OSL ages from western Mongolia indicate a local MIS 4
Last Glacial maximum (Kurghan Nuur area, Lehmkuhl et al., 2016), and remnants of
the penultimate glaciation are identified in Mongolia (Gillespie et al., 2008; Lehmkuhl
et al., 2016). In the Chinese Altai, paleoglacial reconstructions conducted in the Kanas
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Valley (using OSL and ESR) indicate the occurrence of MIS 4 and 3 glaciations of sim-
ilar extent to the subsequent MIS 2 glaciation (Xu et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2013). As
in Mongolia, an MIS 6 timing (penultimate glaciation) is also suggested for remnants
of glacial deposits associated with an earlier and significantly larger glacial expansion
(Zhao et al., 2013).

In summary, major MIS 2 glacial advances are broadly reported across the differ-
ent mountains ranges in Central Asia. Geomorphological evidence in several valleys
also indicates larger glacial extents pre-dating the MIS 2 advance. However, at this
stage, determining a clear regional glaciation chronology associated with these earlier
events remains challenging. In the Pamir and Tien Shan, major MIS 4 and MIS 3 glacial
advances are suggested by several compilation studies (Xu et al., 2011; Amidon et al.,
2013; Owen and Dortch, 2014), although the regional signal is not clear. Heyman (2014)
even considers the chronological data too scattered for constraining a pre-MIS 2 regional
glaciation. In the Altai, the scarcity of the existing paleoglacial reconstructions strongly
hampers the inference of pre-LGM glaciation pattern at the regional scale. However,
glacial advances during MIS 6, 4 and 3 are identified by several studies.
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3 Dating methods for paleoglacial
reconstructions: principles, advan-
tages and limitations

3.1 Cosmogenic nuclide exposure dating

3.1.1 Principle

Over the last several decades, CNE dating method has been widely used to constrain
the timing of former glaciation. The technique is based on the production of specific
cosmonuclides within a rock surface, due to the interaction with cosmic rays. Given
specific cosmonuclide production rate for a sampling site, the time since a sampled rock
surface has been exposed to cosmic rays (to the open sky) can be recovered from the
measured cosmonuclide concentration (Gosse and Phillips, 2001).

The interaction of the high energy cosmic ray particles (mainly protons and helium
cores) with the atmosphere creates a cascade of nuclear reactions resulting in secondary
particles (mainly neutrons and muons; Fig. 3.1). These secondary particles are mainly
responsible for the production of in-situ cosmonuclides when interacting with the rock
surface (Fig. 3.1). Three types of nuclear reactions are involved in the production of cos-
monuclides. The spallation reaction corresponds to the collision of high energy particles
with the target atomic nuclei and ejection of protons or neutrons, resulting in residual
atomic nuclei with a lighter mass and atomic number (Templeton, 1953; Gosse and
Phillips, 2001). The production of cosmonuclides by neutron capture occurs when low
energy thermal neutrons (< 0.5 MeV, due to series of nuclear reactions) are absorbed by
surrounding nuclei. These reactions result in heavier nuclei of the same nature (Gosse
and Phillips, 2001). Muon reactions are of two types: “slow muon” reactions relate to the
capture of a negative muon by a positively charged atom nuclei; “fast muons” produce
gamma rays which can be of sufficiently high energy to form secondary neutrons which
will trigger spallation reactions (Gosse et al., 2001; Braucher et al., 2003). Each reac-
tion depends on the secondary particles’ energies and their attenuation lengths, which
correspond to the thickness of material in which the energetic cosmic ray flux drops by
a factor of e−1 due to scattering and absorption processes (Gosse and Phillips, 2001).
Because high-energy neutron particles (> 10 MeV) dominate the secondary cosmic ray
flux, spallation reactions are the most common nuclear reactions in the atmosphere and
in the first few meters of the lithosphere. Cosmogenic nuclide production is negligible
beyond 3 meters below the surface (Gosse and Phillips, 2001).

Different type of in-situ cosmonuclides can be produced depending on the chemical
composition of the geological material encountered by the cosmic ray produced parti-
cles, and these include 3He, 21Ne, 10Be, 26Al, 36Cl, and 14C. 10Be is the most common
cosmonuclide used for dating geological formations. The 10Be cosmonuclide allows re-
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Figure 3.1. Cascade of nuclear reactions caused by the interaction of primary cosmic
rays particles with the atmosphere (simplified from Gosse and Phillips, 2001). The re-
sulting secondary particles are mainly neutrons (n) and protons (p). Spallation reactions
caused by the interaction of high energy neutrons with 16O particles contained in quartz
mineral in the rock surface is one of the main source of in-situ 10Be production. Degra-
dation of short-lived pions (π) produce muons (µ) and photons (γ).

searchers to investigate long geological time scales, due to its half-life of 1.36×106 yr
(Nishiizumi et al., 2007). In addition, 10Be exposure dating can be widely applied across
the world, as the 10Be is produced within quartz, which is abundant in the Earth’s surface.
The quartz mineral also contains elements necessary for the production of 26Al. Com-
parison of 10Be and 26Al concentrations measured from a sample can provide valuable
information regarding the exposure history of a rock surface sampled (Lal and Arnold,
1985; Bierman et al., 1999). Finally, 10Be is mainly produced via cosmogenic nuclear
reactions, which gives a straightforward relationship between 10Be concentration and ex-
posure time, unlike other cosmonuclides with longer half-life but multiple other sources
(e.g. radiogenic, primordial).

To infer an exposure age from a measured nuclide concentration, the determination
of the production rate is essential (Stone, 2000). Because of the thickness of the atmo-
sphere, the cosmic ray flux will dramatically decrease during its progression toward the
Earth surface. For example, Siame et al. (2000), estimate that only 37% of primary
neutrons remain at 19 km a.s.l., and only 3.10−5% at sea level. Because of the pres-
ence of the geomagnetic field partly deviating the cosmic ray flux, the amount of high
energy particles reaching the lithosphere is not distributed uniformly around the globe.
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Variations of the geomagnetic field and solar activity over time, as well as with atmo-
spheric pressure, will also affect the production rate spatially and temporally (Lifton et
al., 2008). Therefore, a sustained effort has been made in the development of models to
estimate the production rate integrating variations over time and location on the Earth’s
surface. These models are called scaling factors and have been adjusted using calibra-
tion sites where production rates “on-site” have been measured directly (e.g. Balco et al.,
2009; Kelly et al., 2015; Stroeven et al., 2015). Currently, estimates of 10Be production
rates at sea level elevation and high-latitude (> 50◦) are approximately at 4 atoms g−1

yr−1 (Heyman, 2014; Phillips et al., 2016). For 26Al, a few direct measurements indicate
production rates at approximately 28-29 atoms g−1 yr−1 (Borchers et al., 2016; Phillips
et al., 2016). In addition to elevation and geographic location, “on site” production rates
also depend on local topographic shielding, and the depth below the surface (rock or
sedimentary deposit) at which a sample is collected. Cosmogenic nuclide concentra-
tion within a sample is a result of the exposure time and the “on site” production rate
(signal accumulation). However, radioactive decay and local erosion will also affect the
final concentration (Gosse and Phillips, 2001; signal depletion). Online calculators (e.g.
CRONUS-Earth online calculator or CRONUScalc program; Balco et al., 2008; Mar-
rero et al., 2016) allow for automatic calculation of ages for a measured cosmonuclide
concentration, based on a selected production rate scaling factor and provided specific
sample information (e.g. topographic shielding, depth, erosion rate).

3.1.2 CNE dating used for paleoglacial reconstructions

The development of CNE dating has enabled considerable advances in our understanding
of geomorphological processes (Cerling and Craig, 1994). This is especially true in
glacial geomorphology where often the lack of organic material excludes the use of
radiocarbon dating (Balco, 2011).

Samples for establishing a glacial chronology are commonly collected from boulders
(or more rarely cobbles) located on top of moraines, erratic boulders, or scoured bedrock
(e.g. Owen et al., 2002; Ballantyne, 2010; Briner et al., 2012). CNE dating of glacially-
transported boulders relies on the assumption that the boulder surfaces have never been
exposed to cosmic rays before their deposition by the glacier (Benn and Owen, 2002).
This condition is fulfilled if the sampled boulders were subglacially plucked during ice
advances or originate from rock fall on to the surface of the glacier. Alternatively, the
sampled boulders may have experienced exposure before re-entrainment by the glacier,
but then were sufficiently eroded during glacial transport to remove any previously ac-
cumulated cosmonuclide signal. Similarly, ice scoured bedrock surfaces sampled for
cosmogenic dating should have been sufficiently eroded (> 2 m) during glacial coverage
to eliminate any inherited cosmogenic nuclides (e.g. Briner et al., 2014). Assuming that
the above criteria are met, CNE ages of boulders located on moraines will indicate the
time since a glacier started to retreat from the moraine marginal position. CNE ages of
erratic boulders and glacially scoured bedrock will also show the timing of deglaciation.
However, unlike with moraine boulders, these ages cannot be associated with the maxi-
mum extent reached by the glacier before it started to retreat. Erratic boulders have been
collected to infer ice margin retreat rates or thinning rates, depending on if the samples
were collected along the ice retreat pathway or at varying elevations on a cross-valley
profile, respectively (e.g. Bentley et al., 2011; Davies et al., 2015).

Because of the potential of moraine boulders to be associated with a clear former
glacial extent, they have been the favourite sampling target for paleoglacial reconstruc-
tion studies. However, in most cases the ages have significant scatter due to the impact
of variable geomorphological processes on the sampled boulders (Putkonen and Swan-
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son, 2003; Balco, 2011; Heyman et al., 2011). Ages younger than the “true” moraine
deposition age are often a result of post-moraine degradation processes and the conse-
quent toppling or later exhumation of boulders (Hallet and Putkonen, 1994; Ivy-Ochs
et al., 2007). Pronounced rock surface erosion, which is generally difficult to assess, as
well as temporary surface coverage (e.g. snow), can also lead to significant CNE age
underestimates (Ivy-Ochs et al., 2007). Ages older than the “true” moraine deposition
age occur when boulders have been previously exposed to cosmic rays and have not
been sufficiently eroded during the last glacial transport to fully eliminate the inherited
signal. Based on an analysis of a large compilation of boulder ages and on degradation
model predictions, Putkonen and Swanson (2003) and Heyman et al. (2011) suggested
that post-depositional processes have the dominant impact on moraine boulder ages. In
consequence, the authors proposed that the oldest date of a moraine CNE age data set
should best represent the timing of the moraine formation. Some case studies, however,
have revealed important inheritance effects (e.g. Benson et al., 2005), which then would
rather require the use of the youngest age as the best moraine age estimate. To identify
samples strongly affected by geomorphological processes (post-exposure or inheritance)
from samples reflecting true glacial landform ages, several approaches have been, or are
under development. These approaches either relate to CNE ages data set distribution
analysis (e.g. Applegate et al., 2010; Heyman, 2014), or to additional analytical mea-
surements procedures (Lal and Arnold, 1985; Anderson et al., 1996).

A variety of distribution analysis strategies, of variable complexities, have been pro-
posed to extract the timing of deglaciation from scattered moraine CNE age data sets.
Maximum/minimum age has been argued for as the best estimator of the landform age
when the dominance of post-depositional/inheritance process is expected (Putkonen and
Swanson, 2003; Briner et al., 2005; Heyman et al., 2011). In other cases, the use of the
data set mean age is favored, with or without pre-rejection of outliers (e.g. Licciardi et
al., 2001; Clark et al., 2009)). Statistical criteria, such as Peirce (Peirce, 1852) or Chau-
venet (Bevington and Robinson, 1992) have been used for identifying and rejecting out-
liers reflecting significant geomorphological processes (e.g. Clark et al., 2009; Blomdin
et al., in press). Non-statistically based criteria, such as a time difference threshold with
the rest of the population (e.g. > 10 kyr; Rinterknecht et al., 2006; Shakun et al., 2015),
or more arbitrary visually-based approaches (Li et al., 2014), have also been common
strategies for outlier rejection. Groups of ages with a reduced chi square ∼ 1 or corre-
sponding to probability value ≥ 0.05 are likely to correspond to the same parent popu-
lation and so should ensure most accurate glacial chronologies (Douglass et al., 2006;
Balco, 2011). However, obtaining such a tightly clustered data set is rare, even after
outlier rejection (e.g. Heyman, 2014). Hence, other more flexible scattering acceptance
criteria have been suggested based, for example, on a minimum mean CNE age and old-
est CNE age ratio (≥ 85%, Heyman, 2014), or a maximum standard deviation and mean
CNE age ratio (coefficient of variation, ≤ 15%; Blomdin et al., in press). Finally, more
complex statistical models proposed by Applegate et al. (2010, 2012) compare predicted
and observed CNE ages distributions to identify the dominant geomorphological process
affecting the data set. Such models guide the user in deciding between the minimum,
the maximum, or the mean age for determining the final moraine age. However, this
approach requires a larger number of CNE ages per landform than is usually collected.

Distribution analysis may help to identify and reject individual boulders heavily af-
fected by inheritance or which have been exposed significantly after the moraine forma-
tion, due to moraine degradation processes. However, weathering (or surface erosion)
processes are expected to have similar effect on many boulders located on a moraine
surface, and therefore their significance cannot be assessed from distribution analy-
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sis (Balco, 2011). Because most of the rock surfaces undergo weathering processes,
rock surface exposure age inferred from measured cosmonuclide concentration (appar-
ent ages) in general underestimate the true timing of boulder deposition. Ages can be
corrected given surface erosion estimates. In alpine environment, erosion rates for crys-
talline rock surfaces are typically around ∼ 0.5 to 2.5 mm kyr−1 (Balco, 2011). Such
erosion rates yield to limited underestimates for surfaces exposed for less or ∼ 20 ka (1
to 4% underestimates), but to larger error for older surfaces (2 to 8% for surfaces ∼ 40
ka; 2 to 12% for surfaces ∼ 60 ka).

Additional approaches for sampling strategies and analytical measurements have
been developed to tackle the problems of complex exposure history identification and
erosion uncertainties. The first strategy aims to determine if the sampled rock surface
has undergone a complex exposure history including at least one burial episode after
initial exposure. This technique relies on measuring concentrations of two cosmonu-
clides within the same sample. In most cases 26Al is measured in addition to 10Be (Lal
and Arnold, 1985; Bierman et al., 1999). During a burial episode, loss by erosion and
accumulation due to cosmic rays exposure will be interrupted and only loss due to ra-
dioactive decay will affect the 26Al and 10Be concentration. Because 26Al decays around
twice as fast as 10Be, the full exposure [26Al]/[10Be] ratio will decrease with burial time
length. As radioactive decay rates are known for both elements, [26Al]/[10Be] evolu-
tion with burial time can be predicted and a minimum burial time can be inferred for
a given [26Al]/[10Be] ratio (Bierman et al., 1999; Gosse and Phillips, 2001). However,
such measurements do not constrain how many burial episodes a surface has undergone,
but only a minimum total burial length. Due to analytical limitations and the relatively
long half-lives of both 26Al and 10Be, only total burial periods >100 ka can be detected
(Ivy-Ochs and Briner, 2014). Therefore, considerable effort has been put in to develop-
ing a method for extracting in situ 14C from quartz, which has a much shorter half-live
(5730 years). Hence [14C]/[10Be] analyses would allow the detection of much shorter
burial episodes (102 to 103 yr; Briner et al., 2014). To resolve an age of a surface deeply
affected by erosion involves collecting samples at different depths along a vertical pro-
file (depth profile analysis, Arnold et al., 1996). Erosion of the surface can be inferred
because only one combination “deposition-depth-erosion” can match the observed con-
centrations along the profile. Multiple Monte Carlo simulations are usually used to find
this unique solution and so to infer the erosion rate value for the landform surface (Hidy
et al., 2010). It is nonetheless often difficult to find or to dig a section across a moraine
landform to collect samples at different depths.

3.2 Optically stimulated luminescence dating

3.2.1 Principle

Optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) techniques allow measurement of the length
of time since sediment has been buried, based on the measurement of the luminescence
signal intensity emitted by minerals (quartz or feldspar) under light stimulation.

When buried, mineral grains accumulate a luminescence signal induced by surround-
ing irradiation. When the grains are transported and exposed to natural light, this sig-
nal will be released (bleaching; Fig. 3.2). If grains are re-deposited and buried, the
luminescence signal within the grains will accumulate again. For dating, artificial lab-
oratory light stimulation (typically using blue wavelengths, blue OSL, for quartz and
Infra-Red wavelengths, IRSL, for feldspar) of sediments samples collected under dark
conditions allows the release and measurement of the latent luminescence signal accu-
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Figure 3.2. Principle of luminescence signal accumulation and release within sediment
grains used for OSL dating. Luminescence signal accumulates within grains during
their burial and exposure to surrounding irradiation. When the grains are exposed to
the light during their transport, the latent luminescence signal is released (bleaching).
Subsequent burial of the grains rebuilds the luminescence signal. Laboratory measure-
ment of the luminescence signal of sediment samples collected under dark conditions
allows to infer the time elapsed since the last burial of the sediments.

mulated within the grains. The latent signal is proportional to the amount of dose re-
ceived (called “paleodose”, or “equivalent dose”) during burial. Dividing the recovered
paleodose (in Gy) by the local dose rate, which corresponds to the surrounding radiation
acting on the sample during its burial over a time period (in general in Gy ka−1), al-
lows to determine the time elapsed since grains have been deposited (and buried, Wintle,
2008; Preusser et al., 2008).

When sediment is deposited and covered by additional sediment layers, surround-
ing radiation (mainly from 40K, 232Th, 238U radioactive decay chains) will cause the
excitation of electrons within the crystal lattices of the mineral considered. The excited
electrons will be lifted to higher energy levels. While most of the electrons will instan-
taneously go back to a stable level, some electrons will be trapped in crystal defects
(traps) during their diffusion, leaving a hole due to the charge deficit called a recombina-
tion centre. Stimulation of the crystal by light will release the electrons captured in the
light-sensitive traps (Preusser et al., 2008). The released electrons will then re-diffuse in
the mineral lattices and recombine within the positively charged recombination centres.
The recombination process is accompanied by the release of a portion of the stored en-
ergy in the form of light (Wintle, 2008; Preusser et al., 2008). However, not all the traps
are equivalently stable. A basic general principle is that the deeper the trap is below
the valence band, the more energy will be necessary to expel the electron from the trap.
Electrons captured in deeper traps are therefore more stable over time than electrons
captured in shallow traps. In luminescence dating, only electrons captured in traps deep
enough to ensure that they would not be spontaneously released over several millions
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years are targeted (Preusser et al., 2008). The number of trapped electrons increases
with the amount of surrounding radiation (Gy) that the minerals are exposed to. Because
the intensity of the luminescence signal released under light stimulation is proportional
to the amount of trapped electrons, it will also increase with the amount of radiation the
sample received during burial.

Latent luminescence signal accumulated by minerals exposed to a given dose varies
for every sample. To retrieve the initial paleodose received from the measured “natural”
luminescence signal, the relation between luminescence signal intensity and received
dose needs to be established for every sample analysed. To determine this relationship,
the Single-Aliquot Regenerative-dose (SAR) protocol, established by Murray and Wintle
(2000), is the most widely used approach. This protocol consists of measuring the evo-
lution of the luminescence response of a sample to artificially induced variable doses. In
addition, changes in luminescence sensitivity due to laboratory treatment of the sample
are also measured. A growth curve describing the evolution of the luminescence signal
according to the given dose can then be generated from the multiple sensitivity corrected
measurements for varying doses (Murray and Wintle, 2000). Plotting the “natural” lu-
minescence signal, measured at the beginning of the procedure, against the growth curve
will allow the user to infer the paleodose originally received by the sample. However,
because the number of traps is finite, the latent signal within the crystal corresponding to
the number of trapped electrons cannot increase indefinitely and will reach a saturation
value. The growth curve generated during the SAR protocol thus follows an exponential
function of the form: y = a(1− e−b/c) (Roberts and Duller, 2004). Beyond the satura-
tion value, only minimum paleodoses, and consequently minimum ages, can be inferred.
Typically, the saturation limit for quartz is less than 200 Gy (Wintle and Murray, 2006)
and up to 1 kGy for feldspar (Buylaert et al., 2012). Considering typical dose rates
around 1 to 3 Gy ka−1, this corresponds to an upper limit for age determination of ∼ 100
to 200 kyr for quartz and more than 500 kyr for feldspar (Wallinga, 2002; Fuchs and
Owen, 2008).

Dose rates are inferred by measuring the 40K, 232Th, 238U content of the sampled
sediments. An important source of uncertainty is related to the internal radiation asso-
ciated with the 40K content of individual grains, when conducting single grain measure-
ments using feldspar mineral as the dosimeter (Reimann et al., 2012; Smedley et al.,
2012). Measuring the 40K content at the grain scale is tedious and therefore a general
value around 10-12% is assumed, based on existing detailed estimations (Smedley et al.,
2012). Another major source of uncertainty relates to the water content (Preusser et al.,
2008). Because the water content is not constant over time, an average value needs to be
estimated. In situ measurements can provide a guideline for water content evaluation.
However, the user might need to adjust the final averaged water content value applied
for age calculation, to reflect best the known environmental conditions (present and past)
which have influenced the moisture level of the sampled deposit. Analyses using varying
water contents can be used for sensitivity tests to address the amplitude of uncertainty
this parameter accounts for.

3.2.2 OSL dating used for paleoglacial reconstructions

A common approach when using OSL dating for paleoglacial reconstructions is to sam-
ple sediment units stratigraphically correlated to glacial events, for example sediments
deposited in former moraine dammed lakes (e.g. Gillespie et al., 2008), or loess cover-
ing glacial features (e.g. Lehmkuhl et al., 2007; Narama et al., 2009). However, such
approaches only provide minimum ages and so several studies have applied OSL dat-
ing on sediments collected directly from glacial deposits (e.g. Xu et al., 2009; Blomdin
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et al., 2012; Smedley et al., 2016). The sampled units can either be of glacio-fluvial
or glacial origin. Ages from outwash deposits or glacio-fluvial terraces are difficult to
interpret in terms of former glacial extent, as the target glacio-fluvial layers may have
been deposited while the glacier margin was at a significant distance up-valley. Extensive
sedimentological studies including clast shape analysis may help to estimate the distance
from the ice margin at the time the target unit was deposited (Lukas et al., 2013). Such
detailed analyses are, however, rarely performed. Ages directly obtained from moraine
landforms, either by sampling glacio-fluvial lenses or till material, have the advantage
of providing clear information tied to a spatial limit of former glacial extent. However,
OSL dating of glacio-fluvial material deposited close to the glacier margin, or within till
material, is often hampered by the presence of an inherited luminescence signal within
the sampled sediment, resulting in overestimated ages (Fuchs and Owen, 2008). This in-
herited signal corresponds to the incomplete resetting of the luminescence signal within
the grains before deposition due to limited light exposure, so called “partial bleaching”.
Partial bleaching is common in glacial environments because grains are typically trans-
ported over short distances in turbid water, or even subglacially (Richards, 2000; Duller,
2006; Fuchs and Owen, 2008). Varying methods have been proposed to detect samples
affected by partial bleaching. Earlier strategies consisted of comparing luminescence
signals obtained from different particle size fractions (e.g. Olley et al., 1998; Richards,
2000), or from different minerals using different wavelength simulations (Fuchs et al.,
2005; Lukas et al., 2007). Another approach is to measure equivalent doses (De) at
the individual grain scale (Duller, 2004; Thomas et al., 2005; Duller, 2006), enabled
with the development of an automated single grain OSL reader system (Duller et al.,
1999). In case of partial bleaching, the variability of exposure history of each grain
within a sample will be reflected by significant scattering (or overdispersion, OD) of
the single grain De distribution (Rhodes and Pownall, 1999; Duller, 2006; Galbraith
and Roberts, 2012). However, characteristic large scattering might not appear when
equivalent doses are measured using traditional multi-grains aliquots, due to averaging
effects (Arnold and Roberts, 2009; Arnold et al., 2012). Measuring equivalent doses at
an individual grain scale has the advantage over other approaches to allow the isolation
of equivalent doses associated with well-bleached grains using statistical sub-sampling
techniques (e.g. Minimum Age Model-MAM by Galbraith et al., 1999; Internal External
Uncertainty-IEU by Thomsen et al., 2007). The retrieved sub-population is expected to
provide the most accurate estimation of the deposition time of the target sediment unit
(Thrasher et al., 2009). However, due to analytical uncertainties and intrinsic grain prop-
erties, single grain De distributions will always exhibit some dispersion, even when the
sample is well-bleached (Arnold and Roberts, 2009; Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). The
extent of De spreading for well-bleached grains is not constant for every sample and will
depend on the mineral composition of the sample and the environment of deposition.
Hence, difficulties arise in estimating over which level of single grain De dispersion par-
tial bleaching effect is expected (Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). Ideally this limit should
be defined for each individual study by using single grain De scattering observed for
a well-bleached modern analogue sediment from the same catchment source and de-
posited in a similar environmental condition. Unfortunately, it is rare to have access to
such modern analogues and most studies therefore rely on reported values from similar
environments. Gaar et al. (2013) and Smedley et al. (2016) reported OD values of 27%
and 30% for IRSL and pIR-IRSL single grain measurements performed on proglacial
deposits considered to have been well bleached.

Another common difficulty when applying OSL dating in mountainous glacial en-
vironments is the poor luminescence signal signature emitted by quartz grains (e.g.
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Richards, 2000; Duller, 2006). The reasons for this are not well understood, but it seems
that low luminescence sensitization is related to insufficient erosion-transport (bleach-
ing)/sedimentation (irradiation) cycles experienced by the quartz mineral (Fuchs and
Owen, 2008; Jeong and Choi, 2012). These circumstances are typical for quartz grains
still present in high mountain environments and sourced from granitic and metamor-
phic catchments (Richards, 2000; Jeong and Choi, 2012). Therefore, in most situations,
the luminescence signal emitted by K-feldspar minerals needs to be measured. The
K-feldspar luminescence signal is generally of much stronger intensity than the quartz
signal, and a much larger proportion of grains are sensitive (∼ 5% for quartz, > 50%
for feldspar; Duller et al., 2003), even for samples from mountainous environments.
However, feldspar has two significant disadvantages compared to quartz. The traditional
stimulating technique for measuring luminescence signals from feldspar involves using
an Infra-Red wavelength (IRSL) light under a temperature of 50◦C. Several studies have
shown that the IRSL signal from feldspar minerals bleaches more slowly than the Blue
OSL signal emitted by quartz grains (Buylaert et al., 2012), increasing the risk of partial
bleaching. Furthermore, the feldspar luminescence signal is often affected by anomalous
fading, which corresponds to the unexpected loss of accumulated signal over time due
to the instability of some of the electron traps (Wintle, 1973), and results in age under-
estimates. To tackle this issue, several protocols based on the use of higher temperature
during IRSL stimulation have been developed to measure luminescence signals captured
in deeper and so more stable traps, (Post-IR IRSL protocols; e.g. pIRIR225, Buylaert et
al. 2009; pIRIR290, Thiel et al., 2011). The pIRIR signal has been demonstrated to be
less affected by fading than the traditional IRSL 50 signal (Thomsen et al., 2008; Kars
et al., 2012). These approaches have also shown promising results for dating Middle to
Upper Pleistocene sediments that are well bleached (Buylaert et al., 2012). However,
because the pIRIR signal is related to electrons captured in deeper traps, it is also much
more difficult to bleach than the IRSL 50 signal (Kars et al., 2014), which can be highly
problematic for applying this procedure in glacial environments. Another possible strat-
egy for proceeding with the more bleachable traditional IRSL 50 is to evaluate the fading
rate of the sample and then to correct the measured IRSL 50 signal with the estimated
signal loss. Storage tests in the laboratory permit detection of the signal loss during
a given time. Because the signal loss is expected to follow a logarithmic decay curve
with time (Visocekas 1985), it has been proposed that signal loss measured in a labora-
tory can be converted in to a percentage loss per decade (parameter g) and extrapolated
over geological time (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001; Auclair et al., 2003; Lamothe et al.,
2003). However, while fading correction procedures seem to be relatively successful
for time scales < 50 ka (linear part of the growth curve; Huntley and Lamothe, 2001),
large uncertainties remain over larger geological time scales (e.g. Wallinga et al., 2007;
Morthekai et al., 2008).
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4 Objectives

The first part of this thesis relates to the development of a new imaging system to perform
single grain luminescence measurements, using an electron multiplying charge coupled
device (EMCCD) camera. The development of such a system was motivated by the need
to analyse glacial sediment samples collected for paleoglacial reconstruction in Central
Asia at the single grain scale. However, several issues hampered the direct employment
of such an imaging detector to perform routine single grain luminescence measurements.
These issues relate to 1) sample carrier displacement, 2) absence of automatic image seg-
mentation for analysing signals at the individual grain scale, 3) cross talk effect. In this
thesis, the aim was to investigate the effect of these issues for single grain luminescence
dating and to develop and test solutions.

The second part of the thesis focuses on the challenges encountered when applying
CNE and OSL dating on glacial deposits in mountainous areas. For CNE dating, the
main problems relate to the analysis of data sets that commonly have large scatter and
uncertainties related to the exposure history of the sampled rock surfaces. In OSL dating,
partial bleaching of sediment samples often affects the reliability of the calculated ages.
Based on an analysis of rock and sediment samples from Central Asia, the impact of
these issues on the reliability of reconstructed glacial chronologies is assessed, as well as
the relevance of strategies proposed to tackle these problems. This thesis also addresses
the advantage of using multiple dating methods for inferring the timing of deposition of
a glacial landform.

Experience from the methodological studies are then used in contributing to our
knowledge of the glacial history of Central Asia. Reconstructions of the extent and
timing of former glacier expansion and retreat in the Russian and Chinese Altai are pre-
sented. The glacial history at a regional scale is also discussed, and more particularly
the chronological evidence for an MIS 3 glaciation in Central Asia asynchronous with
the global ice volume record. In addition, from the perspective of using paleoglacial re-
constructions for paleoclimate inference, the importance of understanding former glacial
dynamics from detailed geomorphological and sedimentological investigations is high-
lighted.
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5 Presentation of papers

Paper I

Greilich, S., Gribenski, N., Mittelstraß, D., Dornich, K., Huot, S., and Preusser, F., 2015.
Single-grain dose-distribution measurements by optically stimulated luminescence using
an integrated EMCCD-based system. Quaternary Geochronology, 29, 70–79.

In this paper, we report on the feasibility of using a new Electron Multiplying Charge
Coupled Device (EMCCD)-based imaging system to perform routine single grain op-
tically stimulated luminescence (OSL) measurements. Three main problematic issues
were identified: imprecise positioning of the sample relatively to the detector over re-
peated measurements; absence of a reproducible and automatic image-segmentation
method for assigning pixels (and so signal) to individual grains; signal cross talk between
grains contaminating the recorded signal for an individual grain. This study focuses on
solving the first two issues, which are prerequisite to be able to evaluate the effect of the
cross talk problem. We present an automated image-processing procedure allowing for
compensation of sample motion and to perform image segmentation to attribute pixels to
individual grains. This procedure is embedded with a complementary analysis software
(AgesGalore2) that enables traditional calculation for OSL measurements based on the
SAR protocol (e.g. regenerative growth curve, equivalent dose, rejection criteria), in the
free graphical interface software AgesGalore2-GUI (AG2-GUI).

Paper II

Gribenski, N., Preusser, F., Greilich, S., Huot, S., and Mittelstraß, D., 2015. Investiga-
tion of cross talk in single grain luminescence measurements using an EMCCD camera.
Radiation Measurements, 81, 163–170.

This study focuses on investigating cross talk effects when performing single grain OSL
measurements using an Electron Multiplying Charge Coupled Device (EMCCD)-based
imaging system and the analysis software AgesGalore2-GUI (Paper I). Cross talk refers
to the influence of luminescence signal emitted by neighbouring grains, contaminating
the information recorded for individual grains. Primary experimental measurements on
a mixed dose population of grains (∼ 100) show that individual equivalent doses cannot
be accurately recovered, demonstrating a significant cross talk effect. While light spread
investigations indicate a dramatic decrease of the signal intensity (> 95%) beyond ∼ 300
µm from the emitting grain, experimental measurements carried on two grains as well as
simulated experiments designed using the Matlab software environment show that keep-
ing a “safety” distance between the grains, even greater than 300 µm, is insufficient to
insure negligible cross talk effects. Comparison of grain brightness with recovered dose
accuracy also show that bright grains can also be significantly affected by cross talk, and
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so establishing brightness criteria for analysing images luminescence measurement is
irrelevant. Finally, preliminary tests applying relatively basic existing image-processing
algorithms, such as the “Background Substractor” tool, on luminescence images, gave
promising results for reducing cross talk influence. We therefore encourage further ex-
ploration of more sophisticated algorithms for overcoming cross talk phenomena when
performing single grain OSL measurements using an EMCCD detector.

Paper III

Gribenski, N., Jansson, K.N., Lukas, S., Stroeven, A.P., Harbor, J.M., Blomdin, R.,
Ivanov, M.N., Heyman, J., Petrakov, D.A., Rudoy, A., Clifton, T., Lifton, N.A., and
Caffee, M.W, 2016. Complex patterns of glacier advances during the Late Glacial in the
Chagan Uzun Valley, Russian Altai. Quaternary Science Reviews, 149, 288–305.

This paper presents a detailed paleoglacial reconstruction of the Chagan Uzun Valley, in
the Russian Altai, based on detailed geomorphological mapping, sedimentological log-
ging, and in situ 10Be and 26Al exposure dating of glacially transported boulders. The
Chagan Uzun Valley exhibits the most impressive glacial landforms of this sector of the
Altai, with extensive lobate moraine belts deposited in the intramontane Chuja Basin,
reflecting a series of pronounced former glacial advances. Different former ice dynam-
ics have been associated with these deposits. Based on the observation of “hillside-
scale” folding and extensive faulting of pre-existing soft sediments within the outer wide
hummocky moraine belts, together with the geomorphological setting, we interpret that
the outer glacial records were formed during glacier-surge like events. Identification of
surge-like paleo events have major implications for further paleoclimate inferences per-
formed from glacial reconstructions, as surge-related features cannot be attributed to a
glacier system in equilibrium with the contemporary climate, and cannot be interpreted
with traditional ELA reconstructions. In contrast, in the upper part of the valley, glacial
landform assemblages and small-scale deformation of glacial sediments are more typical
of alpine-style glaciers in equilibrium with climate. Cosmogenic ages associated with
the outermost, innermost, and intermediary stages, all indicate deposition times clus-
tered around 19.2 ka, although the 10Be ages of the outermost margin are likely slightly
underestimated due to a brief episode of glacial lake water coverage. This chronology
indicates a Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 2 last maximum extent of the Chagan Uzun
Glacier, and an onset of the deglaciation around 19 ka.

Paper III

Gribenski, N., Jansson, K.N., Preusser, F., Harbor, J.M., Stroeven, A.P., Trauerstein, M.,
Blomdin, R., Heyman, J., Caffee, M.W., Lifton, N.A., and Wei, Z. Major glaciation in
Central Asia during MIS 3: reality or dating artefact? Manuscript.

Major glacial advances during Marine Isotope Stage (MIS) 3 (57–29 ka), asynchronous
with global ice expansion records, have been suggested for several glaciers in Central
Asia. Because glacial chronologies are highly dependent of the reliability of the dating
methods, we re-date the Kanas moraine complex in the Chinese Altai Mountains, Central
Asia, for which an MIS 3 glaciation has been suggested. New CNE ages from moraine
boulders and single grain Infrared Stimulated Luminescence (IRSL) ages from glacial
and glaciofluvial sediments indicate that the entire Kanas moraine complex was in fact
formed during an MIS 2 glaciation, while the next moraine set indicative of a larger
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glaciation is attributed to MIS 4. We regard the MIS 3 timing previously inferred as
the result of a dating artefact. Because previous dating efforts might be hampered by
similar problems, we re-analysed all published chronological data supporting a major
glacial advance in Central Asia during MIS 3. This shows that chronological evidence
of MIS 3 glaciation only exists for one out of 24 previously suggested sites in Central
Asia. This study demonstrates the advantage of combining multiple dating approaches
for paleoglacial reconstruction.
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6 Discussion

6.1 Technical development of an EMCCD-based imaging sys-
tem for single grain OSL dating

6.1.1 Motivation

Traditionally, luminescence measurements are performed using a Photo Multiplier tube
(PMT). Under light stimulation, every grain placed on an aliquot plate releases an indi-
vidual latent signal simultaneously. However, when using a PMT detector, a bulk and
undifferentiated signal is measured, and the individual luminescence information per
grain is lost (Thomsen et al., 2005). In case the sample contains grains with varying
exposure history (e.g. post-depositional mixing of sediments or partial bleaching), an
averaged signal will be measured which will yield the wrong age estimate (Arnold et al.,
2009; 2012). In this context, it has been of high priority to develop a system suitable for
recording individual grain luminescence signals (Duller et al., 1997; Duller and Murray,
2000).

Significant progress was made with the development of a single grain scanning sys-
tem (Duller et al., 1999; Bøtter-Jensen et al., 2000). This system relies on the ability to
place individual grains into micro-holes (300 µm diameter) drilled in an aluminium disk
(10x10 array). A focused laser beam moving across the 100 micro-holed disk allows the
sequential stimulation of the individual grains. The released individual luminescence
signal is then recorded by a PMT. Such a system enables routine investigation of the
depositional history of sediments samples, based on the distribution of the single grain
equivalent dose measured (Duller, 2008). However, its use is limited to the coarse-sand
grain fraction (∼ 200–250 µm), in order to fit in the disk holes. Also the measured
grains must have undergone mineral separation to isolate quartz or feldspar minerals.
Current existing laser attachments allow for Green and IRSL stimulation (Duller et al.,
2003). On the other hand, the recent development of highly sensitive imaging detectors,
in particular electron multiplier charge coupled devices (EMCCD), opens new possibil-
ities for spatially resolved luminescence dating (Greilich et al., 2002; Clark-Balzan and
Schwenninger, 2012). Indeed, in addition to providing a location-specific luminescence
information over an image area, this system allows the use of a variety of stimulation
sources (e.g. Blue OSL, IRSL, Thermo Luminescence; Richter et al., 2013; Lapp et al.,
2015). Hence, imaging systems can allow for simultaneous measurements of many in-
dividual grains of varying size and also of different mineral types. Grains could even be
measured in their original context, providing valuable information about microdosimetry
effects (Greilich et al., 2002; Rufer and Preusser, 2009). Luminescence measurements
of consolidated samples or rock slices can also be carried (e.g. Greilich and Wagner,
2006), as well as from biogenic carbonates (Duller et al., 2015).

However, several technical and analytical issues challenge the wide spread use of
EMCCD-based systems for luminescence measurements. In this project, the aim was
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to investigate the feasibility of using an EMCCD-based system for routine single grain
luminescence measurements of grains spread over a flat surface. This aim is motivated
by the need to analyse samples collected from glacial settings in Central Asia at the
single grain scale, in order to obtain reliable glacial chronologies (Duller, 2006). Three
main issues were identified when using an EMCCD-based system: 1) sample carrier
displacement over repeated measurements; 2) absence of an automatic and reproducible
method to assign pixels per grain for individual signal integration; 3) contamination of
individual signals by signal emission from neighbouring grains (cross talk). In order to
investigate cross talk effects and experiment with potential solutions (Paper II), methods
needed to be developed for the first two issues identified above (Paper I).

6.1.2 Pixel assignment per grain and sample carrier displacement correction

Luminescence emissions from a sample recorded using an EMCCD-based system result
in a digital image (512×512 pixels) displaying the luminescence signal variation over a
surface (in this study a plate over which the grains were spread). During a full lumines-
cence measurement (e.g. SAR protocol), luminescence images are generated at regular
time intervals (defined by the user), resulting in a stack of images recording signal vari-
ation over time. To measure a luminescence signal per grain, these images have to be
segmented into Region of Interest (ROI). A ROI corresponds to the portion of the image
area (pixels cluster) within which the signal for a grain is integrated. A ROI is applied
through the entire stack to record the evolution of the signal over time (Fig. 6.1). For
consistency of the luminescence measurement, it is important that the signal recorded
through a fixed ROI corresponds to the signal emitted from the same part of the plate for
each time slice (image).

At the beginning of the research project presented here, no method existed for se-
lecting pixels for a grain (ROI) to record individual grain signals. In addition to being
extremely tedious, manual selection of pixels is highly subjective. Hence, developing an
automatic and reproducible method for defining ROI for individual grains was essential.
In addition, over repeated measurements, we observed a displacement of the sample car-
rier of around 180 µm (in some rare case up to ∼ 300 µm; Greilich et al., 2015, personal
data). This shift in position is attributed to the uncertainty in sample arm position (< 50
µm), and sliding and rotation of the sample induced by arm velocity. If not corrected,
signals integrated through a fixed ROI over different time slices (images) may not have
been emitted from the same part of the plate (and so grains), and therefore would yield
unreliable luminescence measurements (Greilich et al., 2015; Kook et al., 2015).

Image processing workflow

An image processing workflow has been developed for counteracting sample carrier dis-
placement issues and introducing an automatic and reproducible image segmentation
procedure for integrating individual signals for each grain (Paper I). This workflow is
based on image processing functions from the public domain biomedical image process-
ing software ImageJ (Schneider et al., 2012). This workflow was then embedded with an
updated version of a pre-existing luminescence dose calculation software (AgesGalore,
Greilich and Wagner, 2006) developed for digital images data analysis (but without a
segmentation procedure) in a free graphical interface software called AgesGalore2-GUI
(Paper I).

Sample carrier displacement only occurs during motion of the sample arm. The sam-
ple arm moves between each light stimulation/luminescence signal measurement step.
To monitor this displacement, an additional light reflective picture (normal photo) is
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Figure 6.1. Example of luminescence signal evolution recorded using an EMCCD-based
imaging system. The upper right picture shows an example of a full luminescence picture
(here 25 feldspar grains were placed on an aliquot). To measure the grain signal over
time, the luminescence signal will be integrated over a Region of Interest (ROI) centered
on a grain (example yellow square), and over a stack of images taken at regular time
interval (here every second).

taken at the end of each stimulation/measurement step, before the arm starts to move
again. The “TurboReg” registration plug-in (Thévenaz et al., 1998) realigns two images
by comparing the translational and rotational displacement of one image with the other
“reference” image. In our case, the first reflective picture is the reference image. The
motion of all the subsequent light reflective pictures taken is estimated by comparison
to this first reference image. Parameters calculated for realigning each reflective picture
with the reference image will also be applied to the luminescence image set associated
with each reflective picture (Paper I). This procedure results in the alignment of all im-
ages (luminescence images and light reflective pictures) generated during a full lumines-
cence measurements (e.g. SAR protocol). Varying intensity between grains and between
measurements hampers the development of a reproducible and automatic grain ROI def-
inition procedure based on the luminescence images (Greilich et al., 2015). Therefore,
once all the images are realigned, the reflective light pictures are used again for defining
fixed ROI for each individual grain (Paper I). Grain physical boundaries were chosen
for defining a grain’s ROI. This strategy has two advantages. First, the limited ROI size
(grain’s surface) allows the measurement of a large amount of grains randomly spread
on the plate surface. Second, assuming that the grains are separated by a sufficient
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distance, using small ROI limits the potential for integrating signal emitted by neigh-
bouring grains (cross talk; Paper I). Physical grain boundary recognition depends on the
contrast intensity between the grains (light color) and the background (dark). Segmenta-
tion is achieved using background homogenisation (“Background Substractor” plug-in,
Cardinal, 2010) and thresholding procedures (Paper I). Once grain’s ROIs are defined,
the luminescence signal is integrated per ROI and per luminescence picture. Signal per
grain and for each step of a measurement protocol is thereby isolated, allowing the re-
construction of growth curves and the calculation of individual equivalent doses (Paper
I).

Efficiency of sample motion correction and grain’s ROI definition procedures

The application of the “TurboReg” registration plugin (Thévenaz et al., 1998) succeeds
in realigning the images a-posteriori. However, small displacements (2-3 pixels, up to
∼ 50 µm) may persist. However, no substantial source of uncertainty is expected to be
introduced from this displacement. Due to the persisting small displacement, the ROI of
a given grain will be slightly different for each time slice. The final ROI used for signal
analysis of this grain is based on the summation of the ROIs defined for each time slice.
The final summed ROI will therefore be slightly larger than the grain surface, such that
even if the sample carrier is still moving slightly, the grain will always be contained in
the defined final ROI. The proposed a-posteriori software correction for sample carrier
displacement is suitable for original motion of a few hundreds of micrometres. However,
in the case of a larger displacement such a strategy might be inadequate. Light collection
efficiency varies over the sensor imaging area (decreasing toward the edges; Greilich et
al., 2015) which means that over repeated measurements, if the sample carrier moves
significantly, the signal for a given area of the carrier will be unequally recorded. Re-
aligning the images a-posteriori won’t correct for this effect, which can result in major
uncertainties. Therefore, preliminary evaluation of the amplitude of displacement should
always be made before proceeding to further analysis.

Some parameters that are adjustable by the user will influence the grain boundary
recognition efficiency, and thus the final grain ROI definition. These parameters relate
to the window length used for the Background Substractor plug-in, the threshold algo-
rithm applied, and the minimum size and minimum circularity of the particles to identify.
Greilich et al., 2015 (Paper I) test the efficiency of varying combinations of these param-
eters. In general, a window length equivalent or slightly larger than the average size of
the grains measured and the default threshold algorithm produce the best results. The
influence of size and circularity of particles depends on the measured grains’ geometri-
cal characteristics and therefore no general parametrisation can be suggested. However,
Greilich et al. (2015) indicate that, even for an optimal parametrisation, 25% of the
grains used in their experiments could not be identified. The unidentified grains were
mainly concentrated on the edges of the plate. This is due to the optical set up of the
system. High numerical aperture is required for collecting as much light as possible over
a large area of the sensor, to ensure good sensitivity for the device. However, this set
up causes a considerable spherical aberration, which in turn results in increasing blur-
ring and lowering of contrast towards the edges of the image surface (Greilich et al.,
2015). The limited contrast hampers the efficiency of the proposed image segmentation
procedure for detecting grains, which relies on the clear difference between grain and
background intensity. In the absence of further development of the optical set up, lumi-
nescence measurements can only be performed for grains laid on a reduced surface of
the plate (∼ 6 mm diameter).
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6.1.3 Cross talk issues

With the development of an automated image processing procedure compensating for
moderate sample carrier displacement and allowing grain ROI definition (Paper I), cross
talk effect investigations became possible. When a grain emits a luminescence signal,
this signal will spread on the imaging sensor over an area larger than that of the grain
surface. This is due to the isotropic character of the light and to optical aberration effects
(Paper I). Consequently, the signal emitted by adjacent grains can spill over the ROI
of a given grain, contaminating the record of its individual signal (Kook et al., 2015;
Thomsen et al., 2015; Fig. 6.2).

Gribenski et al., (2015, Paper II) investigate for the first time cross talk effects on
luminescence measurements for individual grains spread over a flat surface. First, a
mixed population of quartz grains that had received an artificial dose of 10 or 50 Gy
was randomly spread on a flat sample carrier (∼ 125 grains per disk) and individual
equivalent doses were measured using a traditional SAR protocol. The resulting single
grain equivalent dose distribution is widely distributed between 10 and 50 Gy. The
absence of distinct peaks around 10 and 50 Gy indicate a clear and major influence
of cross talk (Paper II). Because keeping a “safety” distance between the grains might
reduce this effect, light spread from a grain was then investigated for determining this
minimum safety distance. Profile measurements of light emitted from a selected bright
quartz grain previously irradiated at 5, 10, 20, 50 and 100 Gy, show lateral spreading
of similar extents, with full-width-half-maximum (FWHM) of around ∼ 250–300 µm.
Interestingly, FWHM of similar order are measured for grains sunk in holes 300 µm
in diameter and 300 µm deep (Kook et al., 2015). In addition, profile measurements
indicate a decrease of the signal by > 95% beyond 450 µm from the centre of the grain
(∼ 300 µm from the border of the grain). Single grain equivalent dose measurements
of grains that had received varying doses were then performed, keeping a distance of
slightly more than 300 µm between the grains (∼ 300 µm diameter). To keep a better
control on the experiments, only two grains with similar brightness properties were laid
on the disk. Original doses induced were not recovered, indicating an important cross
talk effect. Simulated experiments with increased distance between grains also show
significant cross talk influence (Paper II).

Figure 6.2. Example of cross talk effect. Two grains are placed on the aliquot (light
reflected picture at the left). The upper right grain is significantly brighter than the left
lower grain (luminescence image at the right), with its light spreading over the left lower
and dimmer grain.
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The series of experiments carried out by Gribenski et al. (2015, Paper II) clearly
shows that cross talk effects can have a large influence on measured equivalent doses of
grains spread over a flat aliquot. Keeping a reasonable distance between grains does not
prevent cross talk influence, especially if the initial doses received by the grains within
the sample are highly variable. Likewise, high variability in grain brightness properties
might also strengthen cross talk influence (especially for dim grains). Hence other solu-
tions for counteracting cross talk effect are needed. The most straightforward is to put
a physical barrier between the grains (e.g. Kook et al., 2015; Thomsen et al., 2015).
Thomsen et al. (2015) carried out a series of measurements on grains deposited in holes
(300 µm diameter and 300 µm deep, on 600 µm grid spacing), using an EMCCD based
system and the single grain Risø reader (Duller et al., 1999). Appropriate equivalent
doses were measured for a majority of detected grains, using the EMCCD based system.
However, grains heavily affected by cross talk effects were also identified. Gribenski et
al. (2015, Paper II) shows that applying the Background Susbtractor algorithm (Cardi-
nal, 2010) on the luminescence images reduces the cross talk effect. This plug-in does
not completely remove this effect, however it encourages further exploration of more
sophisticated image processing algorithms.

At this stage, solutions for sample carrier displacement and grain ROI definitions
have been proposed and successfully applied. However cross talk effects limit the ac-
curacy of routine single grain luminescence measurements using the EMCCD-based
imaging system with the image processing analysis software at their current states. Al-
though the EMCCD-based imaging system has great potential for luminescence dating,
we could not use this approach for measuring samples collected from Central Asia be-
cause these samples needed to be measured at the single grain scale, due to their glacial
origin (Duller, 2006). Luminescence measurements for paleoglacial reconstructions pre-
sented in this thesis were made using the single grain Risø reader (Duller et al., 1999).

6.2 Using CNE and OSL for dating glacial landforms / pale-
oglacial reconstruction

6.2.1 Cosmogenic nuclide exposure dating

A common issue when applying CNE dating on boulders located on moraines is scatter
in the data beyond analytical uncertainties. A data set agreeing within the analytical
error provides the best age estimate of a landform. Larger scatter indicates that vari-
able geomorphic processes (e.g. inheritance, post-deposition moraine degradation) may
have had an impact on sampled boulders (Putkonen and Swanson, 2003; Balco, 2011;
Heyman et al., 2003).

The paleoglacial reconstructions presented within the scope of this thesis include
samples for CNE dating collected from six distinct moraines or moraine complexes and
one kame terrace in the Chagan Uzun Valley, Russian Altai (Paper III; Fig. 6.3) and the
Kanas Valley, Chinese Altai (Paper IV; Fig. 6.3). None of the moraine CNE age data
sets agree within internal uncertainties (Fig. 6.4). To infer a moraine age from such data
set, strategies for identifying outliers and for defining more flexible and still acceptable
scatter criteria are required.

Boulders which experienced a complex exposure history should be rejected from
moraine CNE age data sets. Measurements of 26Al concentration, together with 10Be
concentration, can reveal complex exposure history (Bierman et al., 1999). However,
26Al measurements are rarely performed for paleoglacial reconstructions due to the sub-
stantial extra cost involved. In addition, total burial periods below ∼ 100 kyr cannot
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Figure 6.3. a) Location of performed paleoglacial reconstructions presented in this
thesis, from the Chagan Uzun Valley (C–U) and the Kanas Valley (K), Altai Mountain
range. b–c) Satellite image view of the Chagan Uzun Valley area and the Kanas Valley
area. Elevation data from Aster DEM and satellite imagery from Google Earth.
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Figure 6.4. 10Be exposure ages (and internal uncertainties) obtained for the seven
glacial landforms sampled during the paleoglacial reconstruction studies conducted in
the Chagan Uzun Valley, Russian Altai, and in the Kanas Valley, Chinese Altai. The
grey symbols represent the ages discarded based on [26Al]/[10Be] analysis. The unfilled
symbols represent the ages interpreted as outliers based on moraine boulder ages distri-
bution analysis and the geomorphological context, and, hence, rejected for final glacial
timing determination.
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be detected using [26Al]/[10Be] ratios (Ivy-Ochs and Briner, 2014). Therefore, for Late
Pleistocene glacial reconstructions, complex boulder exposure history in general will
not be detectable using this approach (Ivy-Ochs and Briner, 2014). In the Kanas Valley,
[26Al]/[10Be] ratio analysis did not reveal any significant complex exposure histories
(Paper IV, Data Repository Table S1). However, it remains possible that the boulder sur-
faces experienced burial periods not long enough to be detectable by the [26Al]/[10Be]
method. On the other hand, in the Chagan Uzun Valley, 26Al measurements indicate
some evident complex exposure histories of the sampled boulders (Paper III, Table 2).
Interestingly, low [26Al]/[10Be] ratios indicative of burial events are associated with the
two samples with the oldest 10Be exposure ages compared to the rest of the 10Be ages
obtained in the area, all with ages between ∼ 22 and 18 ka (samples with both 26Al and
10Be measurement considered). This time range was interpreted as the closest estimate
of the true deposition age of the glacial landforms investigated (Paper III). Therefore,
the two samples exhibiting low [26Al]/[10Be] ratios, reflecting significant burial, must,
in addition, have experienced long exposure time prior to moraine deposition (i.e., in-
heritance) to explain these older ages. The example of the Chagan Uzun Valley shows
that [26Al]/[10Be] analysis might allow the unambiguous identification of samples which
must be rejected from further analysis. However, because of the cost and the low burial
time resolution, decisions for analysing scattered 10Be exposure ages data set need also
to be made without the support of additional analytical measurements.

As discussed previously (section 3.1), analysis of global boulder age compilations
and model predictions indicate that moraine boulders often have post-exposure effects
(Putkonen and Swanson, 2003; Heyman et al., 2011). Consequently, the oldest CNE age
in a sample set represents the closest estimate of the moraine landform age. However
the example from the Chagan Uzun Valley is an example of inheritance impacting on
glacially transported boulders. In both valleys studied, we observe more or an equiva-
lent number of significantly too old ages (three boulders in the Chagan Uzun Valley and
two in the Kanas Valley) than too young ages (two boulders in the Kanas Valley), rela-
tive to the rest of the associated age population. These two studies show a dominance
or at least equivalence of inheritance effects compared to post-exposure effects. Robust
conclusions regarding the predominance of one or the other process cannot be drawn
based solely on these case studies. However, moraine boulders affected by inheritance
have been regularly reported in other studies (e.g. Benson et al., 2005; Briner et al.,
2005). Therefore, despite conclusions from large data compilations and model-based
studies, the possibility that boulders may contain an inherited signal cannot be consid-
ered as negligible when dating moraine features. Hence, taking the oldest sample as the
best age estimate of the moraine formation cannot be a systematic strategy.

Landform age determination based on the mean (with associated error based on the
standard deviation) or the age range of the data set are other widely used approaches
(e.g. Li et al., 2014; Shakun et al., 2015). However, prior rejection of outliers likely
impacted by geomorphic process is required for more accurate age estimates. Recourse
to statistical criteria has been proposed for systematic and objective outlier identification
(e.g. Licciardi et al., 2001; Rinterknecht et al., 2005). Peirce’s criteria is considered to
be a rigorous statistical criteria (Peirce, 1852). Compared to the traditional Chauvenet’s
criteria (Ross, 2003), the Peirce’s criteria is considered more robust and allows for cases
when there is one or more potential outliers. 10Be exposure age data sets associated
with moraines from the Chagan Uzun and the Kanas valleys are mainly composed of
ages concentrated within a range of a few kyr, with, in some cases, few clearly older
or younger ages (≤ 1/3 of n samples collected per feature; > 5σ with the rest of the
population; Fig. 6.4). Strict application of Peirce’s criteria on the data sets from the
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Chagan Uzun Valley successfully rejects the single remaining clear apparent outlier (af-
ter removal of the two other older ages based on [26Al]/[10Be] analysis). However it
does not reject two out of three clearly older/younger samples associated with a moraine
complex in the Kanas Valley (Kanas moraine complex). Hence after using Peirce’s cri-
teria, the ages from the Kanas moraine complex still range from ∼ 10 to ∼ 50 ka (six
ages between 19 and 22 ka, and two ages at ∼ 12 ka and ∼ 49 ka). The Kanas moraine
complex is interpreted to have been formed during a single glaciation based on geomor-
phological investigations and stratigraphic correlations (Paper IV). However, the time
range indicated by the remaining Kanas complex 10Be ages (∼ 10 to ∼ 50 ka) clearly
covers more than a single glaciation. Therefore, Peirce’s criteria alone was unsuccessful
in rejecting all samples clearly affected by geomorphological processes. Using only this
statistical criteria for rejecting outliers might not always be a suitable strategy. We sug-
gest that a pre-rejection of the largely older/younger samples based on a threshold time
difference (e.g. > 10 kyr) or several standard deviation (e.g. > 5σ ), before applying sta-
tistical criteria might be more appropriate (e.g. Rinterknecht et al., 2006; Shakun et al.,
2016). Such an approach is not strictly statistically based (i.e. the use of Peirce’s criteria
alone), but allows the rejection of clearly too old/young ages that are inconsistent with
the geomorphological context and relative stratigraphy.

Data sets agreeing within analytical error (after outlier rejection), and so for which
the scatter can be attributed to instrumental uncertainties alone, are assumed to provide
the most accurate estimation of the timing of the end of a moraine formation (Balco,
2011), implicitly associated with a glacial advance (or ice margin stabilization; Lukas
et al., 2012). In this project, we are mainly interested in chronological constraint for
late Pleistocene glaciations. Periods of major glacial expansion, or glaciation, gener-
ally include multiple episodes of ice margin advances and retreat over several thousands
of years (e.g. Briner et al., 2005; Clark et al., 2009; Palacios et al., 2011; Shakun et
al., 2015). These ice margin oscillations might produce sets of distinct moraine ridges.
However, they might also yield complex moraine bodies, resulting from the deformation,
pushing, and thrusting of material deposited at the beginning of the glaciation and the
superposition of new material (Lukas et al., 2012; Kirkbride and Winkler, 2012). There-
fore, CNE ages from a moraine complex spreading over few thousands of years might
reflect oscillating episodes of a glacier margin occurring on centennial to millennial scale
during a single glaciation (Winkler and Matthews, 2010; Lukas et al., 2012). Consid-
ering the level of analytical uncertainties currently available for 10Be analysis (∼ 2%,
Phillips et al., 2016), data from this condition will not agree within internal uncertainty
but will still be clustered enough to capture a period of major glacial expansion. For late
Pleistocene glacial reconstruction, we therefore regard data sets of moraine boulder CNE
ages spreading over few thousand years as acceptable to determine a glaciation period.
The Kanas moraine complex is a particularly good example of such a case (Paper IV).
After removal of the outliers, the remaining clustered ages (n=6; 2/3 of the initial data
set) can be separated in two sub-groups agreeing within internal error, corresponding to
samples collected respectively from the inner part (19.4±0.4 ka), and middle and outer
part of the complex (22.1± 0.5 ka). We interpret that these two sub-groups might rep-
resent successive glacial advances, although, for inferring a chronology of glaciations,
we consider the entire data set (n=6) as belonging to a single glaciation. We acknowl-
edge that glacial chronologies based on data sets spreading over several thousands of
years are of lower resolution than glacial events inferred from a data set agreeing within
internal error. However, glaciations inferred to have occurred on a scale of several thou-
sands of years are easier to correlate regionally than individual centennial to millennial
glacial advances on the Late Pleistocene timescale. Erroneous determination of sepa-
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rate climatic events might be inferred from high resolution dating of individual glacial
advances across a given area, rather than being recognized as locally-variable glacier
responses to a common regional climate forcing (Kirkbride and Winkler, 2012).

On the other hand, some moraine CNE age data sets may not allow any reliable in-
ferences for glaciation timing, even with more flexible approaches for outlier rejection
(e.g difference of >10 kyr; Rinterknecht et al., 2006) and for acceptable scattering (e.g.
over few kyr). This would be the case for CNE ages spread evenly over tens of kyr, with-
out any dominant sub-cluster (e.g. n>2/3 of the population; Heyman 2014). Likewise,
data sets with too few samples (< 3; after outlier rejection) might also not be considered
sufficient to constrain the deposition time of a glacial landform.

Finally, due to erosion processes affecting most of the moraine boulder surfaces, and
in the absence of precise erosion rate determination, inferred glaciation timing (from
CNE moraine boulder ages calculated assuming zero erosion) have to be considered as
minimum ages (Balco, 2011). For moraine deposited during the MIS 2 or later, and
for typical erosion rates reported in alpine environment in Central Asia (0.5 to up to
3 mm kyr−1; Koppes et al., 2008; Rother et al., 2014), the impact of erosion on the
final chronology will be negligible (< 5%). However, for older deposits, surface erosion
processes may yield to larger uncertainties.

6.2.2 Optically stimulated luminescence dating

Issues related to the use of OSL techniques in glacial environments explored in the liter-
ature relate to partial bleaching of samples, especially when collected directly from ice
proximal deposits (e.g. Richards, 2000; Fuchs and Owen, 2008), and to low-sensitive
quartz (e.g. Preusser et al., 2006; Lukas et al., 2007) which has encouraged the use
of feldspar as a dosimeter (Kars et al., 2014). During fieldwork conducted within this
PhD project, samples from the Chinese Tien Shan (Bogeda Peak area), the Russian Al-
tai (South Chujski Mountain range), the Mongolian Altai (Tsambagarav Massif) and the
Chinese Altai (Southern slope of Youyi Peak area) were collected for OSL dating. These
samples were either collected from well-sorted sand and silty layers within moraine land-
forms, from glaciofluvial deposits (e.g. outwash, terraces), or from lacustrine deposits
(polymineral 4–11 µm fraction). Not all of the samples have been analysed or used
in the papers presented in this PhD thesis, due to time limitation or analytical issues.
However, each contributed to my understanding and experience in using OSL dating for
paleoglacial reconstruction.

None of the coarse grain samples collected in Central Asia emitted a quartz blue-
OSL signal suitable for analysis. All luminescence measurements were therefore made
on the feldspar fraction. Because partial bleaching is expected in a glacial environment,
equivalent doses (De) were measured at the single grain scale. This approach allows to
1) assess the bleaching of the sample, based on the scattering magnitude of the single
grain De distribution (Arnold and Roberts, 2009), and 2) extract the better-bleached sub-
population for inferring a closest deposition age estimate (Duller, 2006, 2008). Single
grain measurements were carried out at the University of Bern, using a Risø DA-20
TL/OSL reader equipped with a single grain IRSL laser attachment.

Infrared Stimulation Luminescence (IRSL 50) or Post-IR IRSL (pIRIR) protocol?

As discussed in section 3.2, the feldspar luminescence signal has the disadvantage of
suffering from anomalous fading, which corresponds to the unexpected loss of signal
over the time, and results in age underestimates (Wintle, 1973). The post IR-IRSL
signal at elevated temperatures (e.g. pIRIR 225 or 290; Buylaert et al., 2012) is less
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affected by fading than the traditional IRSL 50 signal (Thomsen et al., 2008; Buylaert
et al., 2012). However numerous studies also indicate that the pIRIR signal is increas-
ingly more difficult to bleach with the stimulating temperature used than the IRSL 50
signal (e.g. Buylaert et al., 2012; Kars et al., 2014). The problem associated with partial
bleaching is likely with samples deposited in glacial settings due to the limited exposure
of the grains to the light prior to their deposition (Richards, 2000; Fuchs and Owen,
2008). Consequently, the use of the more easily bleached IRSL 50 signal might be pre-
ferred, even though post-correction for fading is needed (Huntley and Lamothe, 2001).
Most studies evaluating the difference of the bleaching rate between the different proto-
cols have been performed using multi grains aliquots (e.g. Buylaert et al., 2012; Kars
et al., 2014). Smedley et al. (2015) applied a post IR-IRSL (225◦) protocol on partially
bleached glaciofluvial sediments (independently dated ∼ 25 ka) and showed that individ-
ual grains exhibit variable bleaching rates. Interestingly, no clear relation was observed
between the individual grain De magnitudes and individual bleaching rates. Smedley et
al. (2015) concluded that variable individual bleaching rates do not have a major control
over the final single grain De distribution, while the depositional environment is determi-
nant. Finally, the authors found good agreement between the pIRIRSL age inferred from
the well-bleached sub-population (extracted using MAM statistical approach, Galbraith
et al., 1999) and independent age controls. Reimann et al. (2012) also found consistent
single grain pIRIRSL ages for incompletely bleached young sediments (< 1 ka), using
minimum age models and the brightest 30 of grains. To decide which protocol to use
(IRSL 50 or pIRIRSL 225) for measuring single grain equivalent doses in our studies,
preliminary test measurements were performed on two samples collected from glacioflu-
vial units (Sample A, Russian Altai: 200 grains; Sample B, Chinese Altai: 300 grains).
For both samples, the portion of grains emitting a signal suitable for luminescence dat-
ing was considerably larger when using the IRSL 50 (sample A: 45%; sample B: 42%)
than the pIRIRSL (sample A: 11%; sample B: 14%) protocol. Similarly, a larger portion
of non-saturated grains, compared to the number of grains emitting a suitable signal,
was obtained when using the IRSL 50 (sample A: 18%; sample B: 78%) instead of the
pIRIRSL (sample A: 10%; sample B: 71%) protocol. The difference in proportion of
non-saturated grains is not extreme, however, compared to the initial number of grains
measured; IRSL 50 measurements resulted in significantly more non-saturated grains
(sample A: 16/200; sample B: 98/300) than pIRIRSL measurements (sample A: 2/200;
sample B: 30/300). Based on these results, which support a better bleaching of the IRSL
50 signal for these samples, and because of machine time limitations, the IRSL 50 pro-
tocol was used for measuring single grain equivalent doses in this study.

Importance of using single grain luminescence measurements in glacial setting

IRSL equivalent doses were measured at the single grain level because the samples col-
lected were expected to be affected by partial bleaching. Large overdispersion (OD) of
the single grain De distribution is indicative of partial bleaching (Rhodes and Pownall,
1999; Duller, 2006). Because a large proportion of feldspar grains (> 50%) emit a lumi-
nescence signal, measurements carried on multi-grain aliquots record bulk signal within
which individual grain exposure history is lost. Multi-grain De distributions might then
not appear over-dispersed, even though the sample is affected by partial bleaching, due to
averaging effects (Arnold and Roberts, 2009; Arnold et al., 2012). Studies by Reimann
et al. (2011, 2012) illustrate this phenomenon: while a sample was initially interpreted
as well-bleached based on 2 mm feldspar aliquot measurements, single grain analysis re-
vealed a partially bleached grain population. Single grain dating performed in the Kanas
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Valley, in the Chinese Altai, also points out similar issues (Paper IV).
Proglacial sediments from the Kanas moraine complex were previously dated at 34–

38 ka based on OSL measurements from the polymineral fraction (4–11 µm) by Xu
et al. (2009). These ages have important implication as they support the conclusion
of an MIS 3 glaciation, asynchronous with global ice volume records. Measuring the
quartz component from a fine grain (4–11 µm) sample is challenging, as it is mixed with
feldspar components. Xu et al. (2009) etched the sample with H2iF6 acid for one week
to eliminate feldspar minerals. Remnant fines were laid as a coating on 9.7 mm aliquots,
resulting in 104 to 106 fine grains placed on the aliquot. They then applied a SMAR
protocol (Wang et al., 2005), which includes an additional IRSL stimulation step before
the light stimulation for detecting possible feldspar remnant emissions. In a later study
(Paper IV), the same sediment deposit (based on samples geographic coordinates, pho-
tos, and the sedimentology description provided by Xu et al., 2009) was re-dated using
single grain IRSL 50 measurements. These measurements resulted in spread equivalent
dose distribution (∼ 47 and ∼ 43%), interpreted as indicative of partial bleaching. Appli-
cation of the 4-parameter Minimum Age Model (MAM, Galbraith et al., 1999) yielded
ages of ∼ 20.5 and ∼ 24.1 ka. Multi-grain fading tests provided an average g value of
1.6± 0.8%, and new fading corrected ages were calculated at ∼ 24 and ∼ 27 ka, fol-
lowing Huntley and Lamothe (2001). For the same deposit, the two approaches (Xu et
al., 2009 and Paper IV) produced significantly different ages. Although Xu et al. (2009)
attempted to measure the blue OSL signal emitted by quartz, which is presumable easier
to bleach than feldspar, the resulting ages are older than the MAM single grain IRSL
ages. This is likely due to the fact that the fine fraction used by Xu et al. (2009) also
was affected by partial bleaching, but this effect was not accounted for. This resulted in
older age estimates.

Uncertainties related to ages determination from partially bleached feldspar grains

Interestingly, non fading-corrected averaged ages from the single grain IRSL De distri-
butions (∼ 39 and ∼ 38 ka, Central Age Model, CAM, Galbraith et al., 1999) are similar
to the ages proposed by Xu et al., 2009 (∼ 34–38 ka). Thus, one should evaluate whether
we may have over-interpreted the presence of partial bleaching in the samples. Indeed,
detecting partial bleaching from the single grain De distribution relies on the definition
of the OD limit over which natural De variation between well bleached grains cannot
solely account for. This limit will vary for each sample and, ideally, should be assessed
from a well bleached sample coming from the same source and deposited in similar en-
vironmental conditions as the sample being dated (Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). We did
not have the chance to access such material; however, the OD measured are significantly
larger than the OD reported in the literature for feldspar single grain measurements from
well bleached glaciofluvial deposits (∼ 30%; Gaar et al., 2013).

Another source of uncertainty relates to the model used for extracting the assumed
well-bleached sub-population from a scattered De population to calculate the appropri-
ate age estimate. Several models have been developed for this purpose, with the most
commonly used being 3- and 4- parameter Minimum Age Models (Galbraith et al., 1999)
and the Internal External Uncertainty model (Thomsen et al., 2007). The MAM models
rely on the assumption that, for a partially bleached population, true log De values of
incompletely bleached grains follow a truncated normal distribution form (Galbraith et
al., 1999). The lower truncated point (γ) of this distribution corresponds to the average
true log De of the population of fully bleached grains. The well bleached sub-population
of grains (and so γ) is identified based on the natural overdispersion (σb) expected for
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well bleached sediment deposited in a similar environment. In the 4-parameter MAM
model, γ corresponds to the average of an unknown proportion of fully bleached grains
(p) with an overdispersion defined by σb; while the partially bleached population is cap-
tured by adjustable parameters µ (mean of ages above the minimum) and σ (spread in
ages above the minimum). In the 3-parameter MAM model, the lower truncated point is
equal to the mean of the non-truncated normal distribution (such as γ = µ). In general,
the MAM 3 model is considered to be more suitable than the MAM 4 model for data sets
with small numbers of De values and/or exhibiting less scatter (Galbraith et al., 1999;
Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). Use of descriptive statistical indices such as the Bayes
Information Criterion (BIC), skewness, and kurtosis may also help the user to decide
which model is the most appropriate (Bailey and Arnold, 2006; Galbraith and Roberts,
2012). Considering the large number of De values (n > 65) and pronounced scattering
(> 40%) for both Kanas samples, we consider that the MAM 4 was more suitable in
these cases. The selection of this model is also supported by a difference >1.92 of max-
imum log-likehood values and by the decreasing BIC value when applying the MAM
4 compared to the MAM 3 (Galbraith and Roberts, 2012). The Internal External Un-
certainty model is based on the assumption that the well-bleached sub-population from
a poorly bleached sample follows a normal distribution. To apply this model, accurate
estimation of the overdispersion of well-bleached sediments is required. The absolute
overdispersion (in Gy) of a well bleached sample is expected to depend on the dose
received, following a linear relationship of the form OD = adose+ b (Thomsen et al.,
2007). The slope (a) is equivalent to σb in the MAM model and the intercept (b) cor-
responds to the scattering observed for a 0 Gy dose (e.g. dispersion due to laboratory
treatment). Once these parameters are known, the models work as following: 1) Individ-
ual uncertainty is calculated from counting statistics and the a and b values for each De
measured in the target sample, assuming a burial dose (Dbar). 2) Fully bleached grains
are identified based on an iterative procedure comparing the total internal error with the
total external error for the average of the two lowest De values first, and adding up to all
values (internal/external consistency criterion; Thomsen et al., 2007). 3) Weighted aver-
age De (Z) of the identified well bleached grains is then compared with the given Dbar.
If Z is not equal to Dbar, the procedure is repeated using a new Dbar value. Iterations are
performed until Z equivalent to Dbar is obtained, which is then considered as the true
burial dose of the sample.

The IEU model applied on the two Kanas samples yielded significantly larger pale-
odoses (∼ 121 and ∼ 122 Gy equivalent to uncorrected fading ages ∼ 30 ka) than the
MAM 3 (∼ 100 and ∼ 101 Gy, equivalent to ∼ 25 ka), itself resulting in slightly higher
values than the MAM 4 (∼ 84 and ∼ 93 Gy, equivalent to ∼ 20–24 ka). The choice of
the model for extracting the assumed well bleached sub-population can therefore sig-
nificantly affect the final age calculation. Without any other independent age control, it
might be difficult to assess which approach would be the most appropriate. However,
in this study cosmogenic samples, also taken from the Kanas moraine complex, indi-
cate well clustered MIS 2 ages (after outlier rejection) between ∼ 19 and ∼ 22 ka. The
MAM 4 in this case produce the closest age estimate. The Kanas Valley (Paper IV) study
shows strong evidence that previous MIS 3 ages (∼ 34 and ∼ 38 ka) were overestimates
resulting from non-detection of a partial bleaching effect. The new single grain IRSL
50 ages calculated using MAM 4 and corrected for fading (∼ 24 and ∼ 27 ka), indicate
deposition ages relatively close to the 10Be exposure chronology, although slightly older.
This age difference has two possible explanations. A first explanation might be related
to the fading correction, as g values were measured with large uncertainties (40 to 60%).
In addition, fading measurements had to be carried on multi grain aliquots due to poor
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counting statistics and so potential individual fading rate variability was not accounted
for. Finally, cases of overestimating fading corrected IRSL ages for Late Pleistocene
deposits have been reported (e.g. Li et al., 2008; Reimann et al., 2011). The second pos-
sibility is that the most-well bleached sub-population extracted from the single grain De
distribution was still not completely bleached. The MAM 4 ages would thus correspond
to the maximum age of the glacial deposit.

This Kanas case study highlights the importance of carrying out single grain mea-
surements for sediments deposited in glacial environments. Measurements performed
at the inappropriate scale might hide the presence of partial bleaching, which in turn
can result in significantly overestimated ages with important implications for paleo envi-
ronmental reconstruction. Previous studies based on multi-grain OSL dating suggested
major MIS 3 glacial advances in the Kanas Valley (Xu et al., 2009; Zhao et al., 2013),
supporting the current argument for a regional MIS 3 glaciation in central Asia out of
phase with global records. Careful re-dating using single grain IRSL dating of the same
glacial deposits indicate a glaciation timing fully in phase with global LGM. However,
uncertainties associated with these ages remain. These relate to the natural overdistribu-
tion expected for analogue fully bleached sediments, essential for identifying partially
bleaching but also for applying minimum age models. In addition, final minimum ages
determination highly depend on the minimum age model used. Finally, uncertainties
also arise from fading corrections and the difficulty of measuring precise g values.

6.2.3 Importance of multiple-dating approaches for robust chronologies

Cosmogenic dating of glacial landforms is often hampered by a pronounced scattering
of the moraine boulder CNE ages. Large data sets, more suitable for proper statistical
analysis, might allow more accurate ages estimates (Applegate et al., 2010; Balco, 2011;
Applegate et al., 2012). However, financial costs associated with cosmogenic sample
processing often limit the number of samples collected per glacial features. Lumines-
cence dating of glacial or proglacial sediments is mainly hampered by partial bleaching
issues. Even if detected, inferring an age from partially bleached samples is challenging.
In this context, using a multiple dating approach for dating glacial landforms can provide
more robust glacial chronologies, despite uncertainties inherent to each individual dating
methods. Paleoglacial reconstruction conducted in the Kanas Valley using CNE dating
and single grain IRSL dating demonstrate the power of using multiple dating approaches
(Paper IV). In this study, the Kanas moraine complex and an outer moraine ridge asso-
ciated with an older distinct glaciation were dated using CNE and OSL methods.

The 10Be exposure age data set (n=9) from the Kanas moraine complex exhibits
large scattering, with ages spreading over several MIS stages, reflecting a strong ge-
omorphological process effect. After outlier rejection, the remnant 10Be ages (n = 6)
indicate a depositional age between ∼ 19 and ∼ 22 ka. The strategy for outlier rejection
was not only based on a robust statistical criteria (e.g. Peirce’s criterion, Ross et al.,
2003) but also contained an ad-hoc and non-statistically based approach (samples with
>10 kyr of difference compared to the rest of the population; Rinterknecht et al., 2006).
Samples collected for IRSL dating indicate a problem of partial bleaching. Final ages
obtained using the MAM 4 and after fading correction indicate ages at ∼ 24 and ∼ 27
ka, although, the robustness of these ages is hampered by uncertainties related to the
choice of the minimum age model and fading corrections. For both methods, the data
analysis approaches used for determining a final glacial landform age contain uncertain-
ties. However the relatively good match between ages produced from the two different
methods strengthens the level of confidence in the MIS 2 timing attributed to the Kanas
moraine complex.
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Similarly, only a few samples (n=3) were collected for CNE dating from the outer
moraine ridge in the Kanas valley (Paper IV). While two samples provided ages of sim-
ilar range (∼ 64 and ∼ 70 ka), the third one resulted in a much younger age (∼ 18 ka).
This age is morpho-stratigraphically inconsistent with the geomorphological context, in-
dicating a clear post-exposure effect, and can be confidently rejected. However, the age
of a landform based on only two samples is considered to have a poor level of confidence
(Heyman, 2014). Two additional samples were also collected from this outer moraine
ridge for single grain IRSL dating. Limited dispersion of the single grain De population
(< 15%) indicate that these samples were well bleached prior to deposition. Final ages
obtained using the Central Age Model (CAM, Galbraith et al., 1999) and after fading
correction indicate ages at ∼ 69 and ∼ 80 ka. The main uncertainty associated with
these ages relates to the fading correction (considering the time scale > 50 ka, and er-
ror of measured g value > 30%). Robust chronological constraint for the target outer
moraine ridge wouldn’t be possible using only one of these data sets (CNE or IRSL
ages). However, taken together, these chronological data indicate that this moraine ridge
was formed around ∼ 70 ka (MIS 4 / late MIS 5). The chronological constraint for this
landform is not precise, but the consistency of the data obtained using different dating
approaches supports its accuracy.

6.3 Contribution to paleoglacial reconstruction in Central Asia

6.3.1 Contribution of local glacial reconstructions

Paleoglacial reconstructions conducted in the Chagan Uzun Valley, Russian Altai (Paper
III; Fig. 6.3), and in the Kanas Valley, Chinese Altai (Paper IV; Fig. 6.3) indicate
glaciation chronologies that have both similarities and differences.

In the Chagan Uzun Valley, the maximal glacial extent occurred during MIS 2. The
inferred age is based on CNE dating presented in Gribenski et al. (2016, Paper III).
The suggested chronology is in agreement with other chronological data from the same
area, which also suggest an MIS 2 local Last Maximum Glaciation (Reuther et al., 2006;
Lehmkuhl et al., 2007; cf section 2). In the Kanas Valley, an MIS 2 glaciation is also
identified, based on CNE and OSL dating. However, moraines indicative of a larger
glaciation are dated between ∼ 60 and 80 ka (MIS 4 or late MIS 5), also using CNE and
OSL dating (Paper IV). This chronology shows that the local LGM in the Kanas Valley
predates the global LGM (29–19 ka, Clark et al., 2009). Except for the Kanas Valley,
no other detailed paleoglacial reconstructions exist for the Chinese Altai. However an
MIS 4 local LGM has also been suggested by Lehmkuhl et al. (2016) for the Kurghan
Nuur area, in the Mongolian Altai. The chronology proposed by Lehmkuhl et al. (2016)
relies on only one luminescence age, measured from lacustrine silt sediments (within
the moraine complex). Partial bleaching is challenging to detect when luminescence
measurements are carried out on a polymineral silt fraction (cf section 6.2.2). Thus the
MIS 4 age from the Kurghan Nuur area needs to be verified by other studies.

The two paleoglacial reconstructions presented in this thesis confirm the presence
of MIS 2 glaciation in the Altai Mountains. The chronological constraints of a larger
glacial advance between ∼ 60 and 80 ka on the southern side of the range (Kanas Valley,
Paper IV) indicates the occurrence of local LGM predating the global LGM in the Altai.
However, too few paleoglacial reconstructions have been conducted in the Altai area to
attribute a regional character to this pre-LGM glacial event.
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6.3.2 Chronological evidence for MIS 3 regional glaciation over Central Asia

The work presented in this thesis highlights the difficulties of producing robust glacial
chronologies due to active geomorphological processes, which hamper the reliability of
produced CNE and OSL dates (cf section 6.2). However the studies from the Chagan
Uzun and the Kanas valleys show that reliable chronologies can be obtained from a mod-
erately scattered CNE data set, including a dominant sub-cluster of ages (concentrated
in a range of few kyr) and a few well isolated outliers (> 10 kyr or > 5σ with the rest
of the age population, and subsequent application of the Peirce criteria). Likewise, lu-
minescence measurements need to be carried out at the single grain scale to generate
accurate glacial chronologies. Overall, glacial chronologies are suggested to be most
reliable when glacial landforms are dated using both OSL and CNE methods, and when
both yield consistent ages.

In Central Asia, existing paleoglacial chronologies are mainly based on CNE, OSL
or, more rarely, ESR dating. Studies combining several dating methods to constrain
the formation age of an individual glacial landform/deposit are very rare (Owen et al.,
2003). Most paleoglacial reconstructions identify a major glacial advance during MIS 2.
In addition, glacier expansions pre-dating the global LGM are often suggested to have
occurred (e.g. Xu et al., 2011; Owen and Dortch, 2014). In particular, a pronounced MIS
3 glacial advance has been suggested in numerous valleys in Central Asia (e.g. Koppes et
al., 2008; Seong et al., 2009; Xu et al., 2009). A period of MIS 3 glacial advances at the
regional scale is especially intriguing as such a pattern of glaciation would be in complete
anti-phase with global ice volume records (Lisiecki and Raymo, 2005; Lambeck et al.,
2014). Gribenski et al. (manuscript, Paper IV) examine chronological data associated
with MIS 3 glacial advances in Central Asia, as previously reported in the literature.
MIS 3 glacial advances have been suggested at 24 sites, based on CNE, OSL and ESR
dating (Fig. 6.5).

Figure 6.5. Location of the MIS 3 sites in Central Asia where an MIS 3 glacial advance
has been suggested based on CNE, OSL or ESR dating.
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After outlier rejection, following the strategy suggested above, none of the CNE
data sets (n ≥ 3, rejected if n < 3) agree within internal uncertainties. Five CNE data
sets present a coefficient of variation < 15% (Blomdin et al., in press) and only three
exhibit ages ranging within a few thousand years (≤ 5 kyr error included; four within
≤ 10 kyr). Even if the most flexible scattering criteria is adopted (coefficient variation
< 15%, Blomdin et al., in press), only one data set indicates a mean age (and standard
deviation) for glacier advance during MIS 3. This site is located in the Chinese Tien
Shan (Ala M4, Li et al., 2014) and exhibits ages ranging from 34.8 to 48.9 ka, suggest-
ing that an MIS 3 glaciation occurred in this valley sometimes between these ages. All
the luminescence ages supporting MIS 3 glacial chronologies in Central Asia were mea-
sured from the fine fraction (silt) of deposits. Luminescence measurements carried out
on fine fractions measure a global undifferentiated signal emitted by several thousand
grains (Duller, 2008). Therefore, excessive scattering of equivalent dose distributions
cannot be used as a reliable indicator of partial bleaching, due to averaging processes
(Duller, 2008; Arnold and Roberts, 2009). None of the silt samples indicating MIS 3
glacial advances included investigation of partial bleaching using other approaches (e.g.
signal comparison for different wavelengths or different size fractions; Fuchs and Owen,
2008). Therefore doubts remain regarding the reliability of the chronologies produced
by these studies. Finally, the robustness of ESR ages from glacial sediments is widely
debated (e.g. Fu et al., 2013). Like for OSL, the ESR signal is bleached through light ex-
posure. However much longer light exposure is required to fully reset the signal (hours
to months; Voinchet et al., 2003, Tissoux et al., 2007). Hence Voinchet et al. (2015)
suggest that ESR dating shouldn’t be used for sediments <75 ka transported in turbid
water. Subglacial grinding has also been suggested as an ESR signal resetting process
(Yi, 1997; Yi et al., 2007; Zhao et al., 2012). However a recent study by Yi et al. (2016)
indicate that the grinding process fails to fully erase the ESR signal. Furthermore, for
the same glacial deposit, several studies measured much younger CNE ages compared
to ages previously indicated by ESR dating (e.g. Fu et al., 2013). For example this is
the case for the Shangwangfeng till in the Daxi Valley where ESR ages indicate an MIS
3 timing (Zhao et al., 2006) while CNE ages suggest an MIS 2 deposition time (Kong
et al., 2009; Li et al., 2011). In summary, chronological evidence for a major MIS 3
glacial advance only exists at one out of 24 sites (Ala M4, Li et al., 2014). In addi-
tion, the Ala M4 site data set would not be considered of high quality for constraining a
glaciation time if a more strict set of criteria for data analysis (e.g. cf class A, Heyman,
2014) was used. Abundant geomorphological evidence support an extensive pre-LGM
glaciation in Central Asia. However at this stage, chronological evidence is insufficient
to demonstrate a regional MIS 3 glaciation.

6.3.3 The importance of understanding former ice dynamics for appropriate pale-
oclimate inferences

Variations in temperature and precipitation exert a strong control on glacier extent (Cuf-
fey and Paterson, 2010). Equilibrium-line altitudes (ELAs) correspond to the position
on the glacier where accumulation is equivalent to ablation (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000).
ELAs are therefore considered to be closely associated with local precipitation and tem-
perature conditions (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000). Paleo ELAs can be reconstructed
from former glacier extent delimitated by moraines (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000; Barr
and Lovell, 2014). Reconstructed ELA variations can then provide direct information
about former climate conditions. ELA reconstructions rely on the assumption that the
glacier was in equilibrium with climate (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000). However, numer-
ous non-climatic factors such as local topography, debris cover, or geological substrate
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can influence glacier expansion, interfering with the interpretation of climatically in-
duced glacier changes (Benn and Lehmkuhl, 2000; Kirkbride and Winkler, 2012; Barr
and Lovell, 2014). In such cases, ELA reconstructions and associated paleoclimate in-
ferences will be erroneous. Studies of modern glacial environments have shown that
specific assemblages of glacial landforms and sediments can provide valuable informa-
tion regarding the former dynamics of a glacier (e.g. Evans, 2003; Benn and Lukas,
2006). Therefore, detailed geomorphological and sedimentological investigations can
help to identify non-climatically driven (or not mainly) paleo glacier expansions, and so
prevent inappropriate ELA reconstructions.

The paleoglacial reconstruction conducted in the Chagan Uzun Valley, Russian Al-
tai (Paper III), highlights the importance of detailed geomorphology and sedimentology
studies. This valley exhibits the most well-developed moraine assemblage in the area,
covering more than 100 km2. A series of five moraine complexes has been identified.
However, the ice dynamics behind the expansions of the valley glacier are interpreted
to have been different during the formation of the outer compared to the inner moraine
complexes. The outer complexes display large hummocky belts of moraines with a well-
defined double lobate/interdigitating terminus outline. Within the outer moraine belts,
a large (>50 m) overturned fold structure accompanied by extensive faulting have been
identified. The outer complexes were interpreted to have been formed during fast flow-
ing or “surge like” (Lovell et al., 2012) events (Paper III). In contrast, the inner com-
plexes display typical alpine style glaciation landform assemblages, with well-defined
and symmetrical cross-valley pairs of moraine. Internal sedimentological structures in
the moraines of the inner complexes reveal low-amplitude folding and coexisting glacio-
tectonites, interpreted as formed during ice margin oscillations of a steady state glacier
(Paper III). Based on these interpretations, it would be inappropriate to reconstruct ELA
from the outer moraine belts, as fast flowing/surge-like behavior reflects a glacier not
in equilibrium with climate (Yde, 2010). Only the inner moraine complexes, ∼ 14 km
upstream from the outermost complexes, would be suitable for ELA reconstructions.

Gribenski et al. (2016, Paper III) describe for the first time a paleo fast-flowing/surge-
like event from the Altai range. This might be due to the scarcity of detailed paleoglacial
studies conducted in the area, especially using detailed geomorphology and sedimen-
tology. Identifying paleo fast-flowing/surge-like events may, however, be challenging
due to the low preservation potential of some typical features (e.g. concertina eskers,
flutes; Yde 2010; Schomacker et al., 2014). This study points out the importance of un-
derstanding former ice dynamics when conducting paleoglacial reconstructions. Such
information is crucial for extracting paleoclimate information. Assuming that every
moraine were formed by a glacier in equilibrium with climate might lead to incorrect
paleoclimatic inferences. Although understanding paleo ice dynamics might be chal-
lenging, combining detailed geomorphological and sedimentological investigation can
provide valuable information.
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7 Conclusion

Paleoglacial reconstructions can provide valuable information about paleoclimate con-
ditions. However, the robustness of these reconstructions largely rests on the accuracy of
chronological constraints of glacial landforms, most often moraines. Glacial chronolo-
gies derived from moraines and glacio-fluvial deposits are largely based on cosmogenic
nuclide exposure (CNE) and optically stimulated luminescence (OSL) dating methods.
Large scattering of CNE moraine boulders ages, due to geomorphological processes
(e.g. inheritance and post-exposure), often complicates the assignment of a glacial tim-
ing associated with moraine formation. Low sensitivity quartz and partially bleached
sediments most often hamper the dating of glacio-fluvial deposits using OSL techniques.

The research presented in this thesis focuses on the methodological aspects of dating
glacial landforms using CNE and OSL techniques, with an emphasis on OSL. Based on
two paleoglacial reconstructions conducted in the Altai Mountains in Central Asia, un-
certainties related to CNE and OSL dating techniques and their effects on the reliability
of glacial chronologies were investigated. The paleoglacial reconstructions demonstrate
the importance of conducting luminescence measurements at the single grain scale for
sediments deposited in glacial environments. Measurements carried out with multi-grain
aliquots were shown to yield large age overestimates of glacial landform age, due to par-
tial bleaching effects. However, determining accurate glacial landform age from single
grain luminescence measurements remains challenging. The ages inferred from single-
grain measurements can vary significantly depending on the statistical sub-sampling
technique used for extracting luminescence data associated with well-bleached grains. In
addition, fading corrections, associated with the use of the feldspar mineral as a dosime-
ter, increase the final uncertainty. CNE dates of moraine boulders revealed important
inheritance effects, in contrast to previous data-compilation analyses and model-based
studies that suggest a pre-dominance of post exposure effects. In general, CNE ages
of moraine boulders exhibit significant scattering, however glaciation timing can be ex-
tracted from CNE age populations that are composed of a majority of ages concentrated
within a few thousand years and a small number of older/younger outliers. Glaciation
periods inferred from CNE ages ranging over a few thousand years are considered ac-
ceptable, as this time range can reflect still stands and re-advances of the ice margin.
In Central Asia, paleoglacial reconstructions are mainly based on CNE, OSL or ESR
dating. Most of the published studies indicate a glaciation period during MIS 2. Also,
abundant geomorphological evidence indicates earlier Last Glacial glaciation(s) exceed-
ing the MIS 2 glacial extent, and so pre-dating the global LGM. A period of major glacial
advances during MIS 3 in Central Asia has been suggested by several studies. An MIS 3
glaciation timing would be out of phase with global ice volume records. However, most
of the reconstructions indicating an MIS 3 advance are based on too few (n = 1 or 2) or
too heavily and evenly scattered CNE ages of moraine boulders, or on OSL or ESR data
for which potential partial bleaching of the samples has not been properly investigated.
Therefore, at this stage, existing chronological data are insufficient to demonstrate the
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occurrence of a regional MIS 3 glaciation. Overall, using CNE and OSL methods to-
gether to constrain the age of glacial landforms is recommended as the most powerful
approach for producing reliable glacial chronologies. If CNE and single grain OSL ages
are consistent, this strengthens our confidence in the chronologies despite uncertainties
related to each dating method individually. For example, OSL and CNE data presented
in this thesis indicate a MIS 4/late MIS 5 glaciation of larger extent compared to the
MIS 2 in the Kanas Valley, Chinese Altai. These data provide robust evidence sup-
porting the existence of a local LGM that pre-dates the global LGM. However, at this
stage too few detailed paleoglacial chronologies exist in the Altai for determining the
pre-LGM regional glacial pattern. Paleoglacial reconstruction conducted in the Russian
Altai also highlights the importance of detailed geomorphological and sedimentological
investigations for understanding former ice dynamics, which is crucial for proper paleo-
climate inferences. In this study, geomorphological and sedimentological data indicate
that outer moraine belts were formed during fast flowing or surge-like events, hence by
a glacier not in equilibrium with climate. Traditional ELA reconstructions from these
outer moraine deposits would therefore be inappropriate.

In addition, this thesis contributes to the development of a new EMCCD-based imag-
ing system for single grain luminescence dating. Such a system would offer a larger flex-
ibility in stimulation source and grain fraction and mineral type than the current Single
grain Risø reader system. Three main issues hamper accurate single grain measurements
when using an EMCCD-based imaging system. These issues relate to sample carrier mo-
tion, pixels attribution for each grain, and cross talk phenomena. An automated image
processing procedure has been developed to compensate for sample carrier displacement
and to select a cluster of pixels for each grain. Experiments and simulations demonstrate
that significant cross talk effects prevent the use of this system to perform routine sin-
gle grain measurements. Different solutions to reduce cross talk effects were explored.
Keeping a “safety” distance between the grains is inefficient, but results from prelimi-
nary test using a basic image processing algorithm suggests good potential for a software
correction solution.
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